
Saturday, August 5, 2017
6:30 p.m., Lots 1286-1650

U.S. Possessions Singles

Canal Zone
1904 First Issue

1286 H 2c Rose, #1 $100
O.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert. and 1975
APEX cert. Scott $600 .................................. Est. $150/200

1287 H r 2c, Block of 4, #1 $500
Disturbed o.g. as normal, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert.
and 2004 PSE cert. Scott $3,000 .................... Est. $700/800

1288 H r 2c, Block of 15, #1 $1,300
Usual dist. o.g., centered right, “pos 2 with sealed tear, pos. 8
inverted ”V" for “A”, pos 12 accent over “A” variety, pos.
3-13-15 with wrinkles", fresh, fine and scarce, 2017 PSE
cert. Scott $10,550+, possibly the largest block known of the 2c 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1289 (H) 2c, “Canal Zone” Inverted, #1a $150
Unused, bottom margin copy, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG
cert. and 1993 APEX cert. Scott $1,000, 100 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1290 H 2c, “Panama” Reading Down and Up,
Pair, #1d, 1 $200
Bottom margin pair (se.), disturbed o.g. as normal, #1 at left
and 1d at right, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $1,400, 52
issued .............................................................. Est. $300/400

1291 H 2c, “Panama” Reading Up on Top 2¢, 
Down on Other, Vertical Pair, #1f $500
Disturbed tropical o.g. as normal, imprint pair with nibbled
perf at lower right, otherwise fine to very fine, Ex Helme 2017
PSAG cert. and 2004 PSE cert. Scott $2,100, only margin
inscription pair known ...................................... Est. $700/900

1292 H r 5c, Variety, Block of 4, CZSG #2.1 $350
Disturbed o.g. as normal, lower left is variety “PANAMA”
2½ mm below bar not mentioned in PSAG cert., couple of
nibbed perfs at top, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert. and
1994 APEX cert. Scott #2 var. $1,675, 156 total issued and
only 4 blocks known of this variety ....................... Est. $450/600
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1293 m 5c, “Canal Zone” Inverted, #2a $100
Used, light cancel, fine to very fine, 1993 PF cert. Scott $600 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1294 H r 10c, Block of 4, #3 $350
Marginal, disturbed o.g. as normal with partial imprint, fine
to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert. and 1968 PF cert. Scott $1,750 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1295 H 10c, “Canal Zone” Inverted, #3a $150
Tropical dist. o.g. (h.r.), fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert.
and 1974 APEX cert. Scott $775, 200 issued ... Est. $250/350

1296 H r 1904, 5¢, Block of 4, #6 Web $100
Tropical o.g., vert. separations, fresh, fine to very fine. Scott
$450+ ........................................................... Est. $150/200

1904-06 Overprint Issue

1297 H
HH r 1c With “On” of ‘Zone’ Dropped,

Block of 6, CZSG #9.2 Web $100
With partial imprint, middle stamp on top with dropped
“ON” is n.h., lovely showpiece, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG
cert. and 1993 PF cert. Scott #9 var. $310+ .. Est. $120/160

1298 H 2c, “Panama” Inverted, Bar At
Bottom, #11b $150
O.g., usual tropical gum, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert.
and 1993 APEX cert. Scott $600, 200 issued ... Est. $200/250

1299 H 5c, “Canal Zone” Double, #12c $170
O.g., usual tropical gum, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert.
and 1993 PF cert. Scott $800, 200 issued ......... Est. $250/350

1300 H
H r 10c, “Canal” in Antique Type, In

Block of 6, #13a $100
N.h., upper left postion item, post office fresh, very nice item, 
very fine. Scott $280 hinged, 200 issued ........... Est. $150/200

1301 H 10c, “Panama” Double, #13c $150
Disturbed o.g. as usual, 2017 PSAG cert. and 1993 PF cert.
Scott $650, 80 issued ....................................... Est. $200/250

1905-06 Surcharge Issue

1302 H
HH r 8¢ on 50c, “Zone” in Antique Type,

In Block of 4, #14a $300
“Bottom pair n.h. with Antique ‘ZO’ of ‘Zone’ at lower right
stamp”, very scarce, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert. Scott
$1,240 + hinged, only 25 issued ...................... Est. $500/600
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1303 (H) 8¢ on 50c, “Panama” in Rose Brown
& “8 Cts” Double, #14f $150
Unused, nibbled perf at upper right, fine to very fine, 2017
PSE cert. and 1993 APEX cert. Scott $1,100, 30 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1304 H 8¢ on 50c Bister Brown, #15 $400
“Slightly disturbed o.g. by tissue ”(PSAG), “genuine
unused tropical part o.g.” on (PSE) graded cert of XF90,
extremely fine, 2017 PSAG cert. and 2004 PSE cert. Scott
$2,000, 435 issued ........................................... Est. $500/600

1305 H
HH r 8¢ on 50c, “Zone” in Antique Type,

In Block of 4, #18a $100
Bottom pair n.h. pos. item lower left, top o.g., very fine. Scott
$350 +, 175 issued ......................................... Est. $150/200

1306 H r 8¢ on 50c, “Zone” in Antique Type,
In Block of 9, #20b $200
O.g., with normal slightly tropical gum reinforced at margin, 
block contains top left #20b, top left pos. #59 with
“PANANA”, center stamp is Pos. #58 double bar in N var., 
great item, very fine, 1969 APS cert. Scott $600 +, issued 196 
of 20b, 392 of double bar and 392 of PANANA ... Est. $300/400

1906-07 Hamilton Bank Note Issue

1307 H
H r 1c, Imperf Between, Block of 4, #22a $600

N.h., “bottom (top?) imprint block of 4, imperforate between 
(vertically) at center”, beautiful copy, extremely fine, Ex
Dunaway 2017 PSAG cert. and 2004 PSE cert. Scott $2,200
+, 50 issued, this is the discovery piece establishing plate position,
unique ......................................................... Est. $900/1,200

1308 H 2c, Imperf Between, 
Horizontal Pair, #23a $500
O.g., slight tropicalization of gum as usual, very fine, 2017
PSAG cert. and 1992 PSE cert. Scott $2,000, 20 issued 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1309 H 2c, Double Overprint, #23c $120
Slightly disturbed o.g. as normal, fine to very fine, 2017
PSAG cert. and 1983 APEX cert. Scott $650, 100 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $180/220

1310 H 5c, Double Overprint, #24c $100
Slightly dist. o.g. as normal, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG
cert. and 1993 APEX cert. Scott $500, 200 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
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1311 H 8c, Imperf Between and At Left
Margin, Horizontal Pair, #25a $350
O.g., marginal with tiny perf fault at right, fine to very fine,
2017 PSAG cert. and 2004 PSE cert. Scott $1,750, 34 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1312 H 10c With Bottom Imperforate, 
CZSG #26.1 $200
Slightly disturbed o.g. as usual, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG
cert. Scott #26, 10 issued ................................ Est. $300/400

1313 BH 1909, 2c, Pane of 6, Handmade,
Perfed Margins, #32c $270
O.g., with interleaf and normal tropical gum, very fine. Scott
$800 .............................................................. Est. $300/350

1314 H 1912, 2c, Inverted Center, Overprint
Reading Down, #39e $150
Disturbed o.g. as normal, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert.
and 1993 APEX cert. Scott $650 ................... Est. $200/300

1315 H r 1917, 24c, Perforated P, Plate 
Block of 4, #51 var. $500
“Genuine unused, disturbed part o.g. with a couple of minor
faults and perforated internally with ”P" for Official usage,
Double at left", the double perf. P error occurs only in the left
vertical row of the sheet, otherwise fine to very fine, Ex
Dunaway, sheet was originally in the collection of Albert Hortog as
block of 20 and later purchased and broken up by William Sells,
2017 PSAG cert., 1 sheet of 50 issued, only 10 copies of Double P
known, unique plate block ............................... Est. $800/1,000

1316 H 1920, Double Overprint, #56a $100
O.g., fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert. and 1983 APEX
cert. Scott $550, 100 issued ............................. Est. $150/200

1317 H
H 1920, 2c, Double Overprint, One

Reading Down, Pair, #56b $200
“N.h. pair with diagonal crease” inscription top margin copy, 
otherwise fine, 2017 PSAG cert. and 1993 APEX cert. Scott
$1,300 +, 100 issued, unique pair ..................... Est. $300/400
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1318 H 1924, 5c-1b Arms of Panama,
Unissued Values, CZSG #69.A-69.G $500
Tropical o.g. as normal, fine to very fine, 1993 APEX certs
on 3 values. Scott $2,450, 600 sets issued .......... Est. $700/800

1319 H 1924, 1¢, Flat “A”, “Zone Canal”, #71d $100
Disturbed o.g., usual se. at right, generally fine to very fine,
2017 PSAG cert. and 1986 APEX cert. Scott $500, 180
issued .............................................................. Est. $150/180

1320 H
H r Postage Due: 1925, 1¢, “Zone Zone”, 

In Block of 4, #J18a $350
N.h., pos. “LR18-19, 28-29", fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG
cert. and 1993 APEX cert. Scott $1,524 ++ . Est. $500/600

1321 m Official: 1941, 50¢, Type Ia, #O8 $100
“Special roller cancel for sale to collectors”, very fine, 2017
PSAG cert. and 1974 PF cert. Scott $550 ...... Est. $150/200

1322 (H) Guam: 1899, $1, Type II, #13 $250
Unused, otherwise fine to very fine, 1982 APS cert. Scott
$3,750 ........................................................... Est. $350/400

Hawaii

1323 (H) 1853, 5¢, Thick White Paper, #5 $350
Unused, four full margins, nice intense color, very fine, 2004
PSE cert. Scott $1,900 ................................... Est. $500/600

1324 H 1857, 5¢ Blue, Thin White Paper, #8 $200
Part o.g., large to ample margins all around, rich color, very
fine, 2017 PSAG cert. Scott $700 ................... Est. $300/400

1325 H
H r 1868, 5¢ Blue, Re-Issue, #10 Web $200

N.h., complete pane of 20, gum not quite compl. affecting 2
copies, usual slight aging, fine. Scott $800+ .. Est. $200/250

1326 SH
H r 1868, 13¢, Re-Issue, Overprinted

“Specimen”, #11SA Web $110
N.h., complete pane of 20, excellent gum, inclusions and
couple of small thin spots as normal, fine. Scott $620+ 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1327 m 1859, 1¢ Light Blue on 
Bluish White, #12 $700
Pl. 2-A, Type VIII, Pos. 4, Honolulu “POSTAGE PAID”
cancel, large margins all round (marginal at left), “thins,
tears, creases, tropical stains, hole in upper center”, very
scarce item, 2005 H.P.S. cert. Scott $15,000, very rare used,
most copies have faults ................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1328 (H) 1864, 1¢ Black, #19 $100
Unused, four large margins, “Plate 6-A, Type V, Pos. 5",
otherwise very fine, 2004 PSE cert. Scott $600 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1329 (H) 1864, 2¢ Black, #20 $150
Unused, four large margins, “Plate #5-C-I”, very fine, 1990 
PSE cert. Scott $775 ...................................... Est. $200/300
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1330 (H) 1865, 5¢ Blue on Blue, #21 $150
Unused, four full margins, “Plate 9-A, Type VII, Pos. 3,
with pinhole above the 5 of 5 cents”, otherwise very fine, 2004 
PSE cert. Scott $900 ...................................... Est. $200/250

1331 H 1865, 5¢ Blue on Blue, #22 $100
O.g., four large margins, “Plate 12-A, Type III, Pos. 8",
choice very fine, 2004 PSE cert. Scott $575 .... Est. $150/200

1332 S 1894, 1¢ Gutter Pair With Misspelled
“Spceimen” in Red, #74S $250
Left o.g. and right n.h., fine to very fine, 2015 PF cert.
 ...................................................................... Est. $250/300

1333 S r 1894, 2¢ With “Specimen” Overprint
in Red, #75S $400
“Bottom margin block of 4 with full vertical gutter between
and security punch holes”, right side n.h. left side o.g. with
reinforcement, very fine, 2015 PF cert. .......... Est. $400/500

1334 SH
H r 1894, 10¢ With Misspelled

“Spceimen” in Red, Block of 4, #77S $450
N.h., very fine, 2015 PF cert. ......................... Est. $450/550

1335 H
H r Revenue: 1901, $50 Slate Blue &

Carmine, Block of 4, #R12 Web $100
N.h., handsome fresh multiple, very fine. Scott $480 as
singles ........................................................... Est. $150/200

Philippines

1336 BH
H 1899, 49¢, Complete Booklet, #214b $450

Very rare unexploded booklet with 4 n.h. panes, some toning
on gum, fine. Scott $1,800 + (for panes), only 325+ issued 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1337 ) 1901, 8¢ on Patriotic Cover, #222 $130
Used with 5¢, fine to very fine, tied by 1905 Cebu postmark,
reg. JUL and 1905 and ms. pencil “153" to Hong Kong, seal
on reverse, attractive, 2017 PF cert ................ Est. $200/300

1338 H 1901, $1, Type II, #223A $300
O.g. (h.r.), intense shade and impression, fine to very fine,
2017 PSAG cert. and 1982 APEX cert. Scott $2,000 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1339 H 1901, $5 Dark Green, #225 $100
“Part o.g. and part regummed”, deep rich color, very fine
appearance, 2017 PSAG cert. Scott $600 ....... Est. $150/200
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1340 H 1904, $2 Dark Blue, #238 $100
Slightly dist. o.g. as normal, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG
and 1983 PF certs. Scott $550 ........................ Est. $150/200

1341 H 1904, $5 Dark Green, #239 $100
O.g., very small thin at left, very fine appearance, 2017
PSAG and 1983 PF certs. Scott $800 ............ Est. $150/200

1342 H 1911, 4p Deep Blue, #273 $100
O.g., fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert. Scott $550
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

1343 H 1926, 20c Legislative Palace, 
Imperf, Pair, #323b $100
Very l.h., large margins all around, very fine, signed on back,
2017 PSAG cert. Scott $575, 100 issued .......... Est. $150/200

1344 H 1926, 20c Legislative Palace, Orange
& Brown Shade, Imperf, Pair, #323c $300
O.g., large margins all around, scarce, very fine, signed on
back, 2017 PSAG cert. and 2001 APEX cert. Scott $1,750,
100 issued ....................................................... Est. $400/500

1345 H
H r 1932 Pictorial Set, Plate 

Blocks of 6, #354-360 Web $150
N.h., complete set incl. scarce #357, hard to assemble, fine
to very fine. Scott $755 ................................... Est. $200/300

1346 H 1944, 16c, Handstamped 
“Victory”, #480 $100
Disturbed part o.g. as normal, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG
and 1971 APEX certs. Scott $500, only 500 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Airmail-1926 Madrid-Manila Flight Issue

1347 (H 16c, Violet Overprint, #C7 $600
O.g., typical centering for this issue, nice color, fine, signed
Sanabria. Scott $3,250, only 300 issued ......... Est. $900/1,000

1348 (H 16c, Red Overprint, #C8 $800
O.g., bright color, centered to bottom left, rare, fine, 2017
PSAG and 1991 PF certs. Scott $5,000, only 100 issued 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1349 (H 2p Violet Brown, #C13 $100
O.g., fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert. and 2001 PF cert.
Scott $600, only 900 issued .............................. Est. $150/200

1350 (H 4p Dark Blue, #C14 $100
O.g., intense shade and impression, choice very fine, 2017
PSAG cert. and 1975 PF cert. Scott $700, only 700 issued 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1351 (H 10p Deep Green, #C15 $200
O.g., small h.r., rich color, signed, fine to very fine, signed on
back, 2017 PSAG cert. and 1985 PF cert. Scott $1,350, only
500 issued ....................................................... Est. $300/400

1352 (H 26c Blue Green, #C16 $800
O.g., slightly topical, scarce, fine, 2017 PSAG cert. and 1986 
PF cert. Scott $6,250, only 100 printed ...... Est. $1,200/1,500
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1353 H Special Delivery: 1907, 10¢, Special
Printing, #E2A $600
O.g., seldom seen, fine, 1978 PF cert from block of 4. Scott
$2,750, very rare ......................................... Est. $800/1,000

1354 H
HH r Special Delivery: 1931, 20c Plate

Block and Arrow Blocks, #E6 Web $300
Well balanced margins, n.h. pl. block of 8 pl. #22620, right
and left o.g. arrow blocks on 4 with some offset, very fine.
Scott $820 ...................................................... Est. $350/400

1355 H Special Delivery: 1944, 20c,
Handstamped “Victory”, #E9 $100
Dist. part o.g. as normal, fine to very fine, 2017 PSAG cert.
Scott $550, 600 issued ..................................... Est. $150/200

1356 H
H r Occupation: 1943, 50c on 1p, Type I, 

Sheet of 25, #N6b Web $500
N.h., quite rare, very fine. Scott $3,225 ....... Est. $700/1,000

1357 H
H r Occupation: 1943, 1p on 4p, With

Inverted “S” in Peso, #N7 Web $1,000
Very fine n.h. sheet of 25 with Pos #4 variety, very fine. Scott
$3,975, vary scarce .................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1358 H
H r Occupation Postage Due: 1942, 3¢ on 

4¢, Plate Block of 6, #NJ1 Web $100
N.h., normal tropical gum, bottom pl. #113761, fine. Scott
$450, bottoms much scarcer than the right side according to Scott 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

U.S. Collections & Various

1359 H Extensive Mint Collection Web $14,000
Hingeless album to 1940, #11 then 1857-61 issue to 30¢,
spotty until 1869 issue to 90¢, Bank Notes to 90¢, reasonably
complete 1875 issue on with Columbians, Trans-Mississippi 
complete, Bureaus to $1, Washington-Franklins with coils,
20th Century commems. complete, #523, Airs complete,
decent back of the book with Special Delivery, Postage Dues, 
Offices and Parcel Post complete, etc., fresh throughout, few 
certs, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $15,000/18,000

1360 H Intact Mint Collection Web $12,000
In 2 Scott albums to 1981, beginning 1851-56 and
reasonably full after that, incl. Bank Notes to 90¢, 1869 to
90¢, 1870-71 issue on virtually complete except Re-issues,
rarities, some better coils, Airs missing only C14-15, Special
Delivery, Parcel Post, Offices in China, Ducks to 1997
complete, reasonable Dues, many Officials, scattered other
areas, condition issues incl. regumming and some mint
questionable, originated in Hawaii so some scattered toning,
very high apparent cat., inspect, v.g.-fine 
............................................................. Est. $15,000/20,000

1361 Hm Collection in Stockbook Web $11,000
Hundreds mint and used with mostly used with many better
items to about 1945 incl. #9X1, 1, 2, 3 and 4 mint, 8A,
13-15, 18, 20, 23, 27, 30, 30A, 31, 34, 39 unused, Bank
Notes almost complete, grills well represented, 112-122,
129, Columbians complete, Bureau complete, Trans-Miss.
complete, 300-313, Washington-Franklins well
represented, Kansas-Nebraska complete mint, Airmail
complete incl. C13-C15 mint, Special Delivery complete
mostly mint, Parcel Post complete mint, estimate cat. around
$100,000, well worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
............................................................. Est. $15,000/20,000

1362 Hm Mint and Used Attractive Collection Web $10,000
In National Hingeless, used classics with grills, #1-2, 1869’s 
complete, Bank Notes to 90¢, 1879 issue on mint with Bank
Notes, Columbians and Trans-Mississippi complete mint,
scattered Bureaus, Washington-Franklins with coils, #404,
1922-1939 mostly complete, back of the book with Airs and
Special Delivery complete mint except #E9, mostly used
Dues, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine, few certs. .......... Est. $12,000/14,000

1363 Hm Mint and Used Collection to 1925 Web $8,500
In hingeless album, mostly used to 1890-93 issue, few better
early cancels, Bank Notes with grill to 90¢, later Bank Notes
issues complete, Columbians, Trans-Mississippi complete
mint, Bureaus to $1, 20th Century commems., some
Washington-Franklins, #630, Airs compl. mint, Special
Delivery and Parcel Post complete mint, Dues earlies to
1895 mostly complete used, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine, inspect 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/13,000

1364 Hm Used and Mint 1847 to 1934
Collection Web $8,000
In Heirloom hingeless album, to 1940 incl. #1-2, classics
used incl. through Bank Notes, 1869’s complete,
Columbians and Trans-Mississippi complete mint, 1893 to
90¢, most later commems. complete incl. #404, 505, some
Washington-Franklins, many certs ....... Est. $9,000/11,000

1365 Hm Extensive Mint and Used Collection Web $6,500
On Scott pages in 2 albums to 1969, 1st with certs starting
with #10X1, early period mostly used incl. #1, 22, 27, 31,
62B, 83, 85E, 102, 1869’s compl., 123-124, 129 (all with
certs), Bank Notes to 90¢, 1887 on mostly compl. with
Columbians to $5, 1904 on mostly mint, some coils; 2nd
album Airs and back of the book also with numerous certs,
Airs, Special Delivery, Parcel Post complete, some Dues
mint or used, incl. mint J2, J6, Offices in China compl. mint
(some with certs. and n.h.), reasonably compl. Officials,
scattered Newspapers but incl. PR109 mint, etc., 19th
Century slightly mixed condition but better than normally
seen, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, inspect
 ............................................................ Est. $10,000/15,000
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1366 Hm Intact Lifetime Collection Web $6,000
Few thousand 1847 to 1980’s (just definitives in modern
issues) early issues used, balance mostly o.g. with modern
issues n.h. better issues incl. used #1, 8A (with PF Cert.),
12-13, 22, 29, 30A, 67, 72, 86-91, 95, 100, 112-121, 138,
Bank Notes to 90¢, 277-278, 292, 312, mint 219-229 (some
unused), Columbians to 50 ¢, 294-299, 315, 323-330, nice
run of Washington-Franklin issues incl. pairs and line pairs
and private perfs, 505 in block of 9, 573, 630,
Kansas-Nebraska set, Airmails complete, C13-C15 o.g.,
nice group of Special Delivery, Postage Dues, few
Newspaper and Confederates, few with faults but overall a
very attractive collection, an unusual opportunity to buy an
intact collector collection, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $7,500/9,500

1367 Hm Higher End Stock Web $5,000
Mint and used in sales book, incl. many better singles incl.
#C13-15, used #122, 242 (2), E1 (3), etc., few other BOB,
nearly every item cats. $200++, average. Scott $68,000
 ................................................................ Est. $6,000/7,500

1368 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation Web $4,500
Couple hundred mostly better items in a stockbook and stock 
sheets noted used #1, 2, 12, 263, 313 (3), 120 (2), 121 (3),
278 (2), 293, 122 and others, mint or unused #39 (2), 261,
261A, 272, 313 (2), 241, 242, 243, 242, 294-299, 323-327,
397-400A, 422, 423, 523 (8), Kansas-Nebraska set, 834 pl.
block, C1-C6, C13, E4, RW1, RW2, some Officials and
much more, condition is mixed ................. Est. $6,000/7,000

1369 Hm Collector’s Mint and Used 
Intact Collection Web $3,500
In Scott album, earlies mostly used incl. #1-2, 8A, 1861-62
to 90¢, Bank Notes to 90¢, 1887 issue on mostly compl. mint
or used with Columbians to $5, 1895, 1898 issues compl.,
1902-03 issue mint, good Washington-Franklins with some
coils incl. singles and pairs, 459 n.h., 1919 on virtually compl. 
n.h. to o.g., Airs compl. except Zepp. set, mint Special
Delivery incl. o.g. E2-3, 5, scattered Dues mint or used, and
Offices, also stockbook with scattered postage and few dups., 
very fresh collection throughout, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine. 1994 Scott
$48,000+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $5,000/7,500

1370 m Three Separate Collections Web $2,800
Mostly used; 1st “American” album mostly used to 1930’s
with decent back of the book and Hawaii (cat. $13,000+);
2nd on White Ace pages to 1930’s, early used, later mint and
used incl. #630 mint with Airs and few back of the book (cat.
$19,000+), 3rd on Harris pages, starting #1, mostly used to 
1929 with back of the book, Bank Notes to 90¢,
Washington-Franklins, etc. (cat. $17, 400+), total cat.
$49,000+, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .............................. Est. $4,000/5,500

1371 H
H Mint Collection to 2014 Web $2,000

In 13 Platinum albums, starting 1890-93 issue used,
Commems. virtually compl. incl. Columbians mint to $5
(well centered group, some regumming), Trans-Miss.
compl. mint, #311, 313, scattered Washington-Franklins
with many n.h., 1920 on virtually compl., Airs compl.,
Offices in China, some other back of the book, high face,
much above average centering and freshness, occasional gum 
issue, much fine to very fine ...................... Est. $3,500/4,500

1372 H
HH r Better Mint Accumulation $2,000

Hundreds o.g. to n.h on stockpages running from #294 to
Parks Issue and C1 to C31, many pl. blocks incl., #373, 371, 
548-550, 611 (25), 612 (6), 537, 614-16, 617-619 (2),
704-715, C11 (12), many other Airmail plates, singles of
C1-C6, many pos. pieces of 611, and much more, worth a
look, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $3,000/5,000

1373 Hm r 1901-21 Group $1,700
Mint and used accumulation of singles, blocks, pl. blocks
and other multiples on Vario stockpages, incl.
Pan-Americans 1902-3 issues, Washington-Franklins etc.,
better items incl. #330 5¢ Jamestown (n.h. block of four),
472 (n.h. block of four with PG&E perfin) scarce, 505 (5¢
error in block of nine), 540 (n.h. block of 25) and more, much 
value throughout, condition varies, well worth careful
inspection, generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $17,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $2,000/2,500

1374 H
H 20th Century Five Volume Collection $1,700

Essentially complete mint n.h. modern issues in four Scott
Platinum hingeless albums, features a run of material from
1966-2012 incl. singles, blocks, strips, souvenir sheets, full
sheets, booklet panes, booklets, an abundance of premium
items throughout, also an additional early album featuring
1954 Liberty series, Definitives, Express Mail,
Transportation Coils, Airmail incl. C1-6, C18, Special
Delivery, 1912 Parcel Post complete (used) and Ducks incl.
RW1, great opportunity to obtain a complete U.S. collection
for the period, Scott Platinum albums alone over $1000
retail, very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1375 Hm Dealers Stock $1,500
Thousand of mint and used in binders and sales cards
running from classics to #3700’s, incl. some pl. blocks, most
of the classics are used and in mixed condition then becomes
more mint around 1930s, marked retail $37, 913 with best
items in a white binder, tapes are enclosed, mixed condition,
Ex Ice Bear Stock ....................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1376 Hm Accumulation in Box $1,500
Bankers box filled with better single items, collections and
lots of Revenues, noticed Beer, Wine, 1st and 2nd Issues,
better singles with certs incl. #1, 8A, mint blocks with pl.
numbers RW13, RW14 and RW15, many classic singles,
Confederate, couple covers including Confederate and much 
more, worth your time to go thru this one, generally fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1377 H
H Extensive PNC Precancel Gap

Collection $1,500
N.h., about 1300 3.4¢ to 17¢ pl. strips of 5 to 12 in 4 Safe
binders highlights incl., 1900a #3 and #5 4R (two each),
1900a #3 and #5 6L and 6R (5 each), 1900a #4 and #6 4L
(2 each), 1901a #3 and #4 5R (3 each), 1903a #3 and #4
0.5R, 2124a #5 and #6 3R double gap, 2124a #5 and #6
4L (3 each), some B press gaps on loose pages, worth a look,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1378 m Interesting Collection of 1851 
to 1867 Issues Web $1,500
Mounted in Safe album and identified by type and printer
and designer mostly used, few highlights incl. #12, 17, 26
n.h., 29, 30A, 32, 33, 37, 38, 69-71, 75-78, a number of grills, 
a number of proof and some essays of some of the issues a few
covers, and Confederate complete less 5, 9 and 10, inspection 
recommended, fine to very fine appearance
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000
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1379 H Intact Mostly Mint Collection Web $1,400
In three ring binders to 1997, few early used, value in mint
Columbians and later, better items removed and on
stockcards incl. #241-243, Zepp set, 244-245, 276, etc., also
Special Delivery and Airs, also small group of earlier covers,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1380 Hm Collection in Lighthouse Album Web $1,400
Well filled mint and used running from 1847 to 1964 incl.
BOB highlights incl. used #1, 1869 Pictorials complete,
Columbians complete, Trans-Miss. complete less 8¢,
Kansas-Nebraska complete mint, C14-C15 mint, and
Special Delivery complete used, mixed condition, worth a
look ......................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1381 H
HH Mint 20th Century Stock Web $1,300

N.h. to o.g., thousands of early to mid 20th Century dupl. in
11 stockbooks, starting with few Columbians to 30¢,
Bureaus to 4¢ (a lot!), hundreds of 1¢, 2¢ Pan-Ams, 2¢ reds,
also incl. considerable early Airs, a scattering of used, incl.
Washington-Franklins with coils, Prexies, few Parcel Post,
Special Handling mostly used, 13 used 573, Special
Delivery, etc., high cat., fine to very fine ... Est. $2,000/2,000

1382 Hm Collector’s Accumulation $1,300
Mint and used in 2 boxes, incl. C13 n.h. grade 75
(encapsulated), decent Revenues incl. R179 used (numerous 
copies), R193 strip of 4 with cut cancels, Legend sheet,
scattered better Bank Notes used, locals, early mint pl.
blocks, incl. Jamestown 5¢, National album with Airs on incl. 
mint C13 and other back of the book, and 4 volume
Minuteman starting #1 used, with mint Columbians to $1,
to 2014 with later scattered mint, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century fine to very fine ... Est. $2,000/3,000

1383 m Classics Balance Group 1851-69 $1,100
Mostly used accumulation on Vario stockpages, does incl.
mint #63 block of four, used #7 (2), 7 (pair), 7 (strip of
three), 9 (strip of three), 10A, 11 (block of six), 25 (pair), 71
(2), 78, 78a (2), 89 (2), 95, 114 (block of four), 118 and 121,
condition varies, careful inspection required, scarce items to
be found, generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $12,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1384 Hm Three Volume Collection $1,100
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection in three binder 
albums, 19th Century used incl. various 1851, 1857, 1861,
1867 and 1869 with Pictorial issues to 15¢ (type 1 and type 2)
with 1¢ and 2¢ mint, also nice selection of Bank Note issues,
Columbians mint to 50¢, 1895 Bureau issues with $1 (type 1) 
and $2 Madison used, Trans-Mississippi to 50¢,
Pan-American, Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown issues all
complete used, 1926 White Plains sheet, Airpost mostly
complete mint incl. C1-6 used, C18 mint, two volumes incl.
mostly complete run of n.h. in mounts from 1940 through
approx. 1999 incl. some full sheets, substantial face value,
well worth inspection, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1385 H
HH r Oldtime Album of Mint Blocks $1,000

Some singles and pairs, incl. multiple mint 5¢, 6¢, 8¢ and 15¢ 
Columbians, blocks of 4 of 294, 295, 328, 330, 367 (plus two
blue paper singles), blocks of 373, 400, 548-50, 581-91, 614,
615, 619-21, 630 White Plains sheet, many 2¢ red blocks,
648, 704-15, 740-49, most plates to 901 (no Prexies), blocks
of 4 C1-3, C6-11,C21-22 and onward, pl. blocks of 649-50,
740-49 and a few Farley Parks, occasional small fault, worth
a look, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $1,500/2,000

1386 H 1901-1921 Collection $1,000
Mostly mint collection on Lindner hingeless pages featuring
1902-3 issues, early commems., Washington-Franklins and
Air Post, incl. #294-99, 300-8, 323-7, 328-30, 331-40, 349
(line pair), 354 (paste-up pair), 367-73, 374-9, 386-7 (pairs), 
357-8 (blue papers), 397-400A, 401-2, 412-13 (pairs),
417-20, 490, 492, 494, 496 (line pairs), 498//517, 505 (5¢
error in pair with 2¢), 545, 549, C1-3, also used #341-2,
352, 403-4, 478-80, a wealth of material throughout incl.
n.h., condition varies, substantial cat. value, well worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $1,500/2,000

1387 Hm Various Remainder Collections,
Accumulation $1,000
Mint and used on pages from overseas, incl. considerable
Washington-Franklin mint and used with blocks of 4,
Kansas-Nebraska mint, Vending, Bank Notes to 90¢, Airs,
other back of the book incl. 1939 Christmas proofs, Canal
Zone, Philippines, cut squares, earlier coil rolls, and few
earlier commercial covers, some 19th Century mixed
condition, mostly 20th Century and fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1388 H Mint 1860’s to 1935 Intact Collection Web $1,000
On Minkus pages ending at Farleys, most value in
Columbians and later incl. Zepp. set used, #630 mint,
scattered mint back of the book. Scott $13,700 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1389 Hm Collection in Binder $1,000
On quadrille pages in a large binder, incl. some used classics,
#114-121 (no 24¢), unused 291, 294//99 mint, mint or used
300-312 (no 13¢, 15¢), modest run of Washington-Franklins, 
onward majority are mint incl. 548-50, 617-21, Kansas-
Nebraska complete, blocks of 692-99 plus pairs of 700, 571
and 572, mint Airs incl. C1, 3, 6, C13-15 with some gum
dist./skips, blocks of C7//17, C24//30 and onward, Q1-12
used, JQ1-4 mint, top pl. of Q2, mint blocks of 4 n.h./l.h. Q1,
Q9-10 plus Officials, Revenues, etc., condition varies on some 
19th Century., inspection recommended, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,800

1390 H) 13 Volume Collection $950
20th Century mostly mint collection in 13 White Ace
albums, features singles as well as pl. blocks, FDCs, booklets
and panes, freaks and errors etc. chronologically interspersed 
throughout the collection, noteworthy items incl. 1938
Presidentials complete with coil pairs, plus Prexie FDCs
complete, Famous Americans singles and pl. blocks
complete, United States War Certificate with 1923 $5
affixed, France Overrun Nations Scott #915 var. reverse
printing of flag colors with PF cert, 1954-68 Liberty series
complete both wet and dry printings, also many better
multi-colored and rare cachets throughout, incl. Crosby
C25a with 6¢ booklet pane of three, various 1976 Declaration 
of Independence souvenir sheets with missing colors,
missing denominations, misperfed etc. and many other
EFOs, interesting and worthwhile collection with much
value throughout, should be inspected, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
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1391 Hm Large Bank Note Group 1870-88 $950
Mint and used accumulation on Vario stockpages, incl. mint
#206 pair), 207 (block of four), 210 (n.h. pair), 213 (block of 
50 unused), used features #134 (3), 139, 151, 152 (3), 161,
165 (block of four), 189 (block of four), 165-6, 218 etc.,
various fancy cancels, condition varies, careful inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott
$9,600+ (Owner’s) ................................. Est. $1,200/1,400

1392 Hm General Collection Four Volumes $950
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection in three Scott
National albums and a binder, earlies used through 1898
incl. various regular issues, Bank Notes and Bureau issues,
commems. start with Columbians mint and used, also
various Washington-Franklins and Farleys, mint from 1954
onward, Back of Book incl. Airpost with C1-6 and C18,
various Special Delivery, Postage Dues, Officials, Parcel
Post used complete, Parcel Postage Due complete, Western
Air letters, Postal Savings stamps, Ducks, Possessions with
Canal Zone, Hawaii, Ryukyu etc., one volume dedicated to
booklet panes and a binder with Airmail pl. blocks, better
items incl. #32, 71 (2) and Trans-Mississippi 1¢-50¢ mint,
$1 “Cattle in the Storm” used and more, condition varies,
worth inspection, generally fine ................ Est. $1,200/1,600

1393 H
H 20th Century Mint 

Five Volume Collection $950
Mint mostly n.h. collection on Scott pages in five binders,
mostly complete for the period with many premium items
throughout, incl. Legends of the West error sheet in original
packaging and other full sheets, booklet panes, souvenir
sheets incl. 2000 Space Exploration set, Express Mail and
other high values, high face value, very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1394 Hm 1890-98 Group $900
Mint and used accumulation on Vario stockpages, features
Bureau Issues, Columbians and Trans-Mississippi, incl.
#230 (1¢ pl. block of six), 233 (block of four), 238 (block of
four), 240 (2), 241 (mint and used), 247 (pl. strip of three),
255 (imprint pair), 264 (pl. strip of three, and block of four),
264P5 (pair), 279 (pl. strip of three), 290 (block of four) and
291, condition varies, some n.h., generally fine to very fine.
2017 Scott $9,200 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $1,200/1,400

1395 H
HH Most Late 19th Century Mint Stock $900

Much n.h. in red stockbook, incl. Columbians, Bureaus, few
Dues, etc., mixed centering, v.g.-fine. Scott $15,100 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1396 H
H r Better Selection of Plate Blocks $800

N.h., group of 36 plus #692-701 set to 1930’s, incl. #286,
295, 398, 611, 323, Airs, Q1-2, also #630, virtually all with
large selvages, mostly nice centering, all but 295 excellent
colors, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1397 H Mostly Mint Collection in 2 Albums Web $800
Hundreds mostly mint in 2 White Ace albums running from
1861 to 1949 incl. BOB, noted some early classics mostly
regummed, #212-215, 230-241, 285-90, 294-299,
323-327, 547, 551-573, 630, Kansas-Nebraska complete,
C1-6, C13-15, all mint, worth a look, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1398 H
HH r 1919-36 Multiples Group $800

Mint accumulation of singles, blocks, pl. blocks and other
multiples on Vario stockpages, incl. #578-9 n.h., 578 (block
of four), 579 (pl. block of four), 585 (n.h. pl. block of four),
619 (used pl. block of six), 667 (pl. block of four), 673 (n.h.
pl. block of four), also Farley issues with imperf Parks (pl.
block of six) etc., much value in 1922-29 issues, worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $8,600
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1399 Hm Collection in Hingeless Album $750
Hundreds in a Scott National hingeless running from 1851
to 1975, classics mostly used with a number of better Bank
Notes, mint Columbians to 30¢, Trans-Miss. mint thru 50¢,
mostly mint from here on incl. 294-299, 300-309, 323-327,
369, a number of Washington-Franklins, 551-573,
Kansas-Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, C1-6 mint,
C18 mint, good showing of mint and used Special Delivery,
some Postage Dues, Parcel Post mint to 25¢, great for
breakdown or expansion, fine to very fine . Est. $1,000/1,500

1400 Hm Collection in Hingeless Album Web $700
Mint and used from 1857 to 1972 no BOB, classics mostly
used then mostly mint from 1904 to 1976, incl. better mint
items #323-327, 369, 331-340, 374-381, 414-428, 462-476, 
547, 551-573, 630, Kansas-Nebraska complete and mostly
complete to 1976. worth a look, fine to very fine appearance.
Scott $13,000 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1401 Hm Collection in Lighthouse Album Web $700
Remainder with hundred of mint and used in hingeless
album, items were picked for there centering and
appearance, many have certs, some items noted used #9, 12,
14, 15, 17 72, 72a, 76, 77, 89, 98, 135, 144, 152 most all with
certs along with other grill issues, mint incl. 30¢ and $2
Columbian, 327, some Washington-Franklins incl. coils,
Kansas-Nebraska complete, better than usual balance and
worth a look, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $1,000/1,500

1402 H Confederate Oldtime Collection 
and Accumulation Web $650
Incl. collection on page with #1 used, 2 mint, 3 (2 shades
mint, used), 5 used, 62X2, shades and cancels of #11-12,
fakes, etc., much above average condition and freshness,
mostly fine to very fine .............................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1403 Hm Three Volume Collection $600
Mostly 20th Century mint and used collection in three Scott
albums and misc. stock cards, volume one contains general
collection incl. 1922-30 issues and Farleys, 1938
Presidentials and 1954-6 Liberty both complete, also
Airpost, Postage Dues, Officials, Cut Squares, Revenues,
Ducks complete 1934-65, volume two incl. Back of Book
with various material throughout, volume three contains
plate blocks, also stock cards with mostly used
Trans-Mississippi and other early commems. etc., plus face
value approx. $150+, condition varies, worthwhile material
throughout, generally fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $6,200
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $750/1,000
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1404 Hm Errors, Freaks & Oddities $500
Unusual lot of more than 175 items, mostly 20th Century
perf and color shifts on definitives and commemoratives,
majority are mint, a couple better used earlies incl. #85 3¢ D
grill (cat. $1,050), #97 12¢ F grill (cat. $250), also unused
#87 2¢ E grill (cat. $650) all with major perf shifts, later mint 
incl. #548 1¢ Pilgrim pl. block of six with large ink blob on
top center stamp, #1595c 13¢ Liberty Bell pane of eight with 
stunning fold over, lots of great items for the specialist,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000

1405 m Bank Note Cancel Collection 
1870 to 1878 Web $500
About 150 on hand written pages, all different with Maltese
Crosses, circular geometric, leaves, flowers, geometric,
letters, numerals, shields, stars, Waterbury, U.S., town
cancels and others, many better items throughout 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1406 Hm Definitive Collection to 1935 Web $450
Many hundred on Minkus pages, majority used with some
o.g. later issues, better items incl. used 17, 38, 72, 98, 1
12-122, Bank Notes to 90¢, C1-C6, mint 1053 and C18,
some Washington-Franklins and BOB, condition is quite
mixed so should be examined ......................... Est. $600/700

1407 Hm Collection in Lighthouse Album $400
Hundreds of mint and used running from 1851 to 1977,
better items noticed used #122, 87, 90, 92, 96, 141, 277, 278, 
and 313, various mint and used issues incl. Kansas complete
mint, Special Delivery and Postage Dues mint and used,
mixed condition but should be some good finds 
.................................................................... Est. $600/1,000

1408 H
HH Plate Block Collection Web $400

Few hundred from 1920’s to 1940, o.g. with some n.h., better 
items incl. #548-550, 612, 616, 619, 620-621, 647-648,
756-65, 803-834, 859-893 plus few Washington-Franklins,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/700

1409 Hm Commemorative Collection to 1935 Web $400
Few hundred mostly used with some modern o.g. issues,
better items incl. used #241-243 (faulty), and 245 (space
filler), 369, 404 and mint 630, plus some Farley pairs,
condition is quite mixed but lots of cat. value .. Est. $500/600

1410 Hm Interesting Collection in Album $400
Thousand or so mint and used in album running from 1847
to 1976, mixed condition but many better stamps to be found
noted #1 used, number of grills, 292 used, 630 mint,
Kansas-Nebraska mint or used, and some postage, worth a
look ............................................................... Est. $500/600

1411 H r Block of 4 Collection $400
On homemade pages mint running from #323 to 701,
usually a single and block of each highlight incl. 323-324,
370-71, 630, most 2¢ reds, 547, 551-573, a few
Washington-Franklins and some Kansas-Nebraska, nice
oldtime lot, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $500/600

1412 m Mostly Used Classic Group Web $350
Around 100 with some mint, starting #7, and incl. better cat. 
items, some better cancels, Bank Notes to 90¢, high cat.,
v.g.-fine ......................................................... Est. $500/700

1413 Hm Accumulation in 3 Boxes $350
Thousands of mint and used in albums, stockbooks,
glassines and on cards, running from classics to modern,
noted Ducks, Revenues, Perfin collection, Farleys, BOB
and Possessions, worth a look, generally fine .. Est. $500/800

1414 H
H r “Premium” Mint 20th Century $300

N.h., incl. Farleys pl. blocks and part sheets, National Park
and Famous Americans pl. blocks, 803-834 pl. blocks, 2¢
red pl. blocks, Airs, 2 Challenger covers, etc., clean 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1415 Hm Stock in Album $300
Stockbook with mostly better items incl. some better used
classics, 573 mint, 803-34 pl. blocks n.h. C1-6 mint and
used, C18 (3) mint, mint and used Ducks, a few Farleys,
some modern misperfs, and a few Canadian booklets, worth a 
look, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $500/600

1416 Hm Collection in Scott Album $300
Hundreds of mint and used with many useful items, classic
used with Columbians to 50¢ used, Trans-Miss. to $1 used,
#301-308 mint, 323-327 mint, 369 mint, mixed mint and
used Washington-Franklins, 630, Kansas-Nebraska
complete mostly mint, C1-6 mint and C18 mint, mixed
condition please inspect ................................. Est. $500/700

1417 H) Mint Patriotic Collection $300
Over 130 plus some fronts, many better throughout, most are 
identified incl. at least 8 CSA, nice group, mostly fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $400/500

1418 Hm Accumulation in Boxes $300
Thousands of mint and used in 2 banker boxes, noticed lots
of Revenues, Cut Square collection, nice collection of
Officials, Ducks, postage and much more, worth a look, fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500

1419 Hm Interesting Accumulation $300
Includes a stockbook with mint Washington-Franklins,
block of 6 #213, Ducks with some pl. singles, group on stock 
card with better used classics picked for centering incl. a
graded #427 and Recalled Legends sheet, worth a look, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/500

1420 H
H r Plate Block Group Web $300

N.h., incl. #527, 528, 530 and 536, fine to very fine. Scott
$980 .............................................................. Est. $350/400

1421 m Mostly Used Accumulation $250
On pages and in album, incl. mint and used early ducks, 19th 
Century cancel groups starting with #65, nothing recent,
value in classics mostly, inspect for cancels, v.g.-fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1422 H r Mint Group $250
Incl. #8 and #13 blocks of 4 (certs.), 13 block of 10, 2 (cert), 
and a beat-up #1 pair used on cover with VP Stephens
handwriting on reverse, fine to very fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1423 H Collector’s Accumulation $250
20th Century in 4 binders, glassines, and stockbook, incl. low 
value face, used, value in early mint 20th Century, scattered
Airs, etc., much fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/600
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1424 Hm Confederate States Group 
With Covers $250
Small but interesting group of mint and used incl. #62X3
(used), 6 (nice n.h. margin block of four), 11d (mint), 11
(n.h. pair) etc., also 47X1 tete-beche block of four reprint
and other misc. items, plus #4 and #6 pairs on two 1862
covers, condition varies, some nice items, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/350

1425 P Small Proof Group Web $200
Miscellaneous selection of 50+ incl. Revenues, Officials,
#3, M&M, etc., fresh group overall .............. Est. $350/350

1426 H Error Group $200
17 items on dealer stockcards and auction sheets incl. imperf
coils, imperf between, missing colors, untagged errors, etc.,
best incl. #1927a imperf pair n.h., 1368c and 1501c
untagged errors etc., review recommended, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1427 Hm) Collector’s Accumulation $200
½ box full of higher denomination postage, Greeting
postcards, couple of proofs, few better Newspapers, few
flight covers incl. Canada, assorted Revenues, fine lot
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

1428 Hm Collector’s Miscellaneous Collections $200
Mostly mint with few 19th Century used on pages to 1951
with some Airs and Revenues, 2nd small group of Revenues
on pages through the reds and greens, 7 binders of modern
mint Stationery in Scott albums along with small batch of
modern Stationery on pages, etc., generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1429 Hm Confederate Collection on Pages $200
Nice group of mint and used with #1, 2, 4 (3), 8, 11, some
blocks and imprints and more, worth a look, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1430 P Proof and Essay Accumulation Web $200
28 essays and proofs on stockpages incl. some onionskin
paper, worth a look, fine to very fine ................ Est. $300/400

1431 H Error and Freak Group Web $200
18 items incl. some interesting item with foldovers, color
changelings, misperfs and others, noticed #1278 miscut
with gutters and #2076-2079 sheet misperfed and miscut,
well worth a look, very fine ............................. Est. $300/400

1432 H
H Graded Accumulation $200

N.h., 49 all graded 98, mostly in the 3¢ period of the late
1940s and 1950s, appear to be all different, superb 
....................................................................... Est. $300/500

1433 H
H Mint Graded 100 Lot $200

N.h., 10 items all graded 100 consisting of #909, 910, 915,
919, 939, 949, 996, 1001, 1006 and 1089, superb 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1434 H
HH r Plate Block Lot Web $170

8 total incl. #408, 409 481-482 and 534, fine to very fine.
Scott $571 ...................................................... Est. $200/250

1435 H
HH Better Coil Lot Web $150

O.g., hinged or never hinged, incl. #351 pair, 447 line pair
both graded 85 and 445 pair, all with certs, very fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1436 Hm) Unorganized Assortment $150
Around 50+ pieces incl. few early covers incl. Union
Patriotic, Wells Fargo, Possessions with a couple better
items, #65 with PF cert for Shield cancel, etc., v.g.-fine  Est.
$250/350

1437 P Collection of Proofs Web $150
Collection of P4s incl. Dept of Agriculture, Executive,
Interior, Justice, Navy, Treasury and War Complete on
pages and a few other misc, all, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1438 Hm Accumulation in Box $150
Thousands of mint and used (mostly used) in a bankers box,
classics to modern with the best being, a fairly large
pre-cancel collection and some better mint pl. blocks, worth a 
look, generally fine ......................................... Est. $200/300

1439 m Cancel Collection in Four Volumes $150
Catalog few thousand with dupl., mostly of stamps which
could be found on mailings to Switzerland prior to
1880s-1920, Omaha to 50¢, Parcel Post, mid 19th Century
in mixed condition, few dozen mostly to Switzerland, also
FDCs and a book of precancels, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1440 m 4 Certified Fancy Cancels $150
Consisting of #114 with letter “K”; 156 with precancel “G”
of Glastonbury, CT; 76 with negative “Star of David”; and
114 with “Hearts with Arrow”, all with minor faults, fine to
very fine appearing ........................................ Est. $200/300

1441 H Mint Balance of Estate $150
Few hundred mostly o.g. with some n.h., from 1890’s to
1930’s incl. some better pl. blocks, Airs (C10a, C18), and few 
Washington-Franklins, fine to very fine ........ Est. $200/300

1442 H
HH Small Group of Better Plate Blocks $100

About 50 mostly n.h. incl. #1030-1053, J61, and J88,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

1443 Hm Interesting Accumulation in a Small Box $100
Many hundreds incl. n.h. 2¢ reds, Farley souvenir sheets,
#1053, mint and used Airs incl. C10a, few used 19th
Century, fine ................................................. Est. $150/200

1444 F r Thatam “Springfield” Confederate Fakes $100
12 dif. full panes, clean, offered as part of the Tasco Educational
booklets in 1941 ............................................... Est. $150/200

1445 Hm) Balance of Estate $100
Few hundred incl. mint entires and cut squares, Possessions
cut squares, postal history and events covers, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1446 Hm Miscellaneous Lot $80
Incl. one album of Possessions mint or used, mostly used
back of the book dupl in stockbook, NY stock transfers,
Revenue checks, etc. ...................................... Est. $150/250

Postage & Modern Collections

1447 H 3¢ to 29¢ Plate Blocks, Etc. $1,400
Collector’s accumulation sorted, unsorted, etc. in 3 boxes in
small boxes, loose, matched sets on pages, also incl. pl. strips,
some booklets, Airs, occasional better, unpicked 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000
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1448 H
H 1969 to 2013 Virtually Complete Mint $1,400

N.h., in 6 binders with all panes etc., plus 2 binders of
modern booklets, and pages with modern coils, high face,
clean ........................................................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1449 H
H r Unpicked Sheet Lot $1,000

N.h., in 2 boxes in sheet folders from 4¢ up to 40¢ plus, incl.
Airs, also Ameripex sheets, dupl., clean and unpicked
 ................................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1450 H
H r Sheets and Plate Block Lot $1,000

N.h., from collector unpicked, sheets in folders mostly 32¢ to 
Forever, ½ box of pl. blocks from 3¢ to 32¢, clean 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1451 H
H r 1990’s Postage Hoard $700

N.h., mainly 29¢ and 32¢ commems. in full panes, booklets,
panes, pl. blocks, etc., dupl., good variety, total face $2800
 ................................................................ Est. $1,000/1,300

1452 H
H r 1954 to 2013 Plate Blocks $500

N.h., in 7 Scott binders, early somewhat full, later period
virtually complete, clean, high face .............. Est. $750/1,000

1453 H
H r $1 and Up From Collector $350

N.h., plus few 84¢, incl. Columbian sheets, Trans-Miss.
sheets, clean and unpicked ............................. Est. $500/750

1454 H
H Modern Collection in Albums $300

N.h., hundreds almost complete from 1940s to 1996 in 6
White Ace albums and 2 Lighthouse hingeless albums,
appears to be mostly n.h., some minor dupl., lots of face
value, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $400/500

1455 H
H r “Premium” Face $300

Thousands n.h. in glassines, mostly identified in glassines,
#700’s to #1000+ in singles, blocks, incl. Famous
Americans, Overrun, some Airs, 3¢ purples, unpicked
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/600

1456 H
H r Block Collection $200

N.h., thousands of mint blocks of four etc., incl. mostly 3¢,
4¢, 5¢, 13¢ and 15¢ denominations, face value $570+, very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1457 H
H r Modern Accumulation in Box $200

N.h., bankers box with mostly face items running mostly 13¢
to 29¢ period with sheets, pl. blocks and strips, also a few
FDCs in bottom of box, generally fine ............ Est. $300/400

1458 H
H Sheet and Plate Block Lot $200

Unpicked, mostly lower values but some recent, clean 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1459 H
H Postage Lot $180

N.h., large envelope with many sheets strips and blocks incl.
up $14, mostly appears n.h., fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1460 H
Hr Mint Sheet in Album $150

Mostly n.h. from 33¢ to 41¢ with a total face value of $510,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/300

1461 H
H Modern Coil Collection $150

Mostly modern featuring a fairly comprehensive run of strips 
of five, pl. number coils from #1743//2452, second volume
contains transportation coils from Scott #1897A//2605
featuring singles, strips of three, strips of five and strips of 10, 
better throughout with decent face value, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1462 H
H r Postage Accumulation $150

N.h., two banker boxes filled with pl. blocks, single and some
sheets, mostly 3¢ to 20¢, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1463 H
Hr 3¢ Sheet Accumulation $100

N.h., 112 from 1948 to 1956, fine to very fine . Est. $150/200

Back-of-the-Book Collections

1464 H Back of Book Mint Collection Web $6,000
In Heirloom hingeless album, incl. better Newspapers (some 
with certs), strong Officials with State through $3, Ducks
through #RW54, RW1-15 complete, JQ1-5, etc., generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $7,000/9,000

1465 Hm Excellent Cut Square Collection $1,500
Immaculate mint and used collection of over 175 examples
on black stockpages in a binder, many with oversized
margins, incl. Scott #U1 ($350), U11 ($300), U13 ($260),
U18a ($350), U29 ($250), bi-colors U42, U44 and U45
($690), U154 ($300), UO38 ($450), hard to find a group
this nice, very fine ..................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1466 H Mint Airmail Hoard $1,500
Large accumulation of mostly C7 to C46 in singles and pl.
blocks most n.h., many C7-9 pl. blocks, C20-C22 pl. blocks,
large amount of C46 pl. blocks, C11 pl. blocks, C24 pl.
blocks, noticed C1-6 singles and C13 single, well worth a
look, very fine. Scott approximately $20,000 (Owner’s)
 ................................................................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1467 Hm Cut Square Collection $1,000
Impressive assortment of hundreds of mint and used from
1851-1950s on 8½ x 11" black stockpages, much 19th
Century incl. U42 bi-color, W47//57 (with W51), U70,
U71, U73 (2), selection of Reay & Plimpton issues with
U186, U198, UO16, UO26, UO37, UO72a used (2, cat.
$1000 each) and much more, other valuable items
throughout, many large margin examples, great lot for the
specialist, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1468 Hm Postage Due Group $900
Attractive assortment of mostly mint on black stockpages,
highlights incl. #J4 ($775), J6 ($350), J7 ($600), J18
($600), J27 ($575), J38-44 ($1322), J50 ($1100), J61-8
($223) and J69-78 ($461), desirable lot. 2017 Scott $8,500
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1469 H Cut Square Collection Web $750
Many hundreds from 1853 to 1989 majority mint with some
early used, better items incl. used #U5, U29, mint
U40-U45, U66 (APEX cert.), U69-U73, U96-U107,
U215-U216, U222-U226, U324-U347, U456 (PSE
cert.), UO27-UO28, few with faults but mostly fine or better 
incl. some with full corners, worth a close look 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500
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1470 H Airs Complete Mint Web $750
N.h. to o.g, to 1990 on hingeless pages, fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $800/900

1471 H Officials Group $650
Mostly mint unduplicated group on black stockpages,
highlights incl. Scott #O10 ($850), O107 ($475), O47-56
($1115), O57//64 ($1320), O123 ($200), worthwhile
assortment, generally fine. 2017 Scott $6,400 (Owner’s) 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1472 Hm Officials Collection Web $450
Over 100 o.g., unused and used incl. o.g. O9, O12a (with
Weiss cert.), O14 part o.g., unused O1-O8, O33, used O34, 
O45, O67, O107, some with small faults but fine appearing
 ...................................................................... Est. $750/850

1473 H) Extensive Mint Entire Collection $400
Hundreds sorted in 201 three ring Scott binders by Scott
numbers to 2000, starting #U100’s, many hundreds on
blank pages, minor dupl., identified by Scott, UPSS number
and wmk., some mint earlier preprinted incl. small group of
Dept. of Interior, Official Permit, also #UC1 used (12), Air
letter sheets incl. UPSS#ALS-2E, 3B (cat. $200 each), 4c
(several mint and used), 10e, Scott #UC9 (9), later F.D.’s,
Officials later (1960’s and later) incl. U100’s and #UC2 on
in dupl. mostly mint (some used, F.D.’s) sorted in 14 small
boxes, many modern vars., mostly clean, most used separated 
and in separate lot, better items scattered throughout,
excellent lot for expansion, mostly clean, fine to very fine, The
album binders have mildew issues but the pages are fine Purchased
in our 2011 auction for $2400+ ..................... Est. $750/1,000

1474 H Better Mint Airmail Group Web $400
Incl. #C1 (8 with 4 n.h.), C2 (12 with 10 n.h.), C3 (12 with
10 n.h.), C4 (11 with 5 n.h.), C5 (7 with 2 n.h.), C6 (7 with 2
n.h.) 13 (4 with 3 n.h.), C14, and C18, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/700

1475 B Test Booklet Group of 12 Web $300
Incl. minor diff. for same booklet, TCB17b, etc., clean
group. Scott $2,240 ....................................... Est. $400/500

1476 H Back of Book Group $300
Nice looking mostly mint group on a black stockpage,
features #C1-6, C18, E1-2, E4-8, F1 etc., incl. some well
centered items, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/500

1477 H) Entires & Postal Card Group $250
Accumulation of 65+ items arranged on stockpages in a
binder, incl. U73 (specimen), U92, U92a, U420a, UO23,
all mint etc., also a couple Wells Fargo (one with Los
Angeles cancel), various Columbian cards and covers, and
other interesting items, condition varies, review
recommended, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $400/600

1478 Hm Used and Mint Cut Square Collection $250
Oldtime lot on pages, starting with 1853-55 Nesbitt issue, all
identified to some degree, scattered mint mostly in later
period, nothing expensive but fairly extensive to 1920, also
incl. Airs, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/600

1479 Hm Newspaper/Periodical Group $250
Mint and used attractive lot incl. Scott #PR2, PR2a, PR3a
all in unusually good condition, also PR57-58 and PR60-1,
worth inspection, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $300/400

1480 m Used Postage Due Collection $180
Over 50 mounted on pages incl. J1-7, J17-21, J45-50 J54
and J60, couple of interesting cancels, worth a look, generally 
fine to very fine. Scott $2,500 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $250/350

1481 H) Mostly Mint Oldtime Mint Entires,
#U1/U566, UC1/UC25 $150
Around 1000 on blank pages loose and in 3 albums
(#U400-419), all identified by Thorp (many with bands),
some used, better scattered throughout, fine to very fine,
bought out of Kenedi auctions many decades ago ..... Est. $300/400

1482 S Official Mint Specimens Selection Web $150
37 mostly no gum on cards, incl. #O2, O9, O11, O13 no
gum, etc., usual mixed condition .................... Est. $250/350

1483 H) Mint Postal Card Collection to 1992 $140
Neatly mounted in a Scott album, lacking the scarce and rare
cards, but otherwise complete, with cat. values to $105,
#UX20 has some toning, otherwise the collection is quite
fresh and generally very fine, nice starter collection, album
binder has mildew issues but the pages are fine, Ex Flattery
realized $345 in 2010 auction ........................... Est. $200/250

1484 H) Mint Earlier Postal Cards 
and Stationery $100
Mostly not preprinted cards incl. #UX3 (2), UX5, some
Air Stationery, few used overseas, UY10 mint, UY5 (2), etc., 
mostly clean ................................................... Est. $150/250

1485 H 15 Binders of Souvenir Panels $100
Apparently complete to 1993, clean ................ Est. $150/200

1486 H B.E.P. Numismatic & Philatelic
Souvenir Cards $5
Large assortment of International Paper Money Show,
American Numismatic Association and American Philatelic
Society souvenir cards from various shows featuring
beautifully engraved early American currency and stamps,
very attractive, very fine ................................. Est. $250/350

Revenue Collections

See Lots 1611 and 1615

1487 H
H Mint Duck Dealer Stock $4,000

N.h., running from #RW2 to RW47 with dupl., many very
fine copies throughout incl. some pl. singles, fine to very fine.
Scott $24,023 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $5,000/6,000

1488 m Collection in Scott Albums Web $3,500
Hundreds mostly used, all hand picked for centering and
cancels (many better cancels), incl. many better first, second
and third issues and some better reds and greens, only to
mention a few with #R94a, R98a, R101a, RR95c-R98c,
R100c, R101c, R120-128, R140-R149, great group of
Wines, Consular Fees, Motor Vehicle almost complete,
huge cat. value and much better than most  Est. $5,000/7,000

1489 m Match & Medicine in Scott Album Web $3,000
Hundreds mounted in album, better items throughout just a
few to mention #RO25b, RO38b, RO94c, RO106c,
RO107a, RO118a, RS16a, RS31a, RS36a, RS41a, RS56d,
RS73b, and many others, ROs cat. $12, 748 and RSs cat.
$19, 500, well worth your time to inspect, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $32,248 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $4,000/5,000
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1490 Hm Mint and Used Collection $1,200
Excellent collection of over 130 on black stockpages in a
binder, incl. #R2c ($210), R65b ($200), R74c with partial
double perfs ($350), R81a ($250), R86a ($200), R88a
($300), R95a with punched cancel ($900), R98a ($175),
R98c ($175), R100c ($250), R116 ($225), also some
Documentary, Battleship, etc., VF and XF items
throughout, better assortment than usually encountered, fine 
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1491 H
H Mint Duck Collection, #RW1//RW58 $1,000

N.h., RW1-3 l.h., complete except #RW20, 22-23, 25,
extra mint copies mostly later, RW4 on n.h., fine to very fine
 ................................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1492 m Extensive Collections Web $900
Many hundreds mostly used in Scott album, incl. 1st issue
perf, imperf and part perf, better items incl. used #R33a,
R41a, R49a, R51a, R61a, R82a, R86a, R88a, R97a (PSAG
cert.), R2c, R17c, R21c, R80c, R97c, R101c, R108, R126,
R135b, RE56-RE59, nice group of red and green issues,
wines, motor vehicles, and customs, few with faults but
mostly fine or better, offered intact as received 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1493 Hm Duck Accumulation $700
Stock of mint and used running from RW1 to RW65, great
lot to breakdown for retail sales or internet sales, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $8,358 (Owner’s) ... Est. $1,000/1,500

1494 H
H 1934 to 1988 Mint Duck Collection Web $650

N.h., on Scott pages, missing 1972, 1974, clean collection,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1495 H
HH Intact Complete Duck Collection $650

To 2013, earlies mostly o.g., #RW11 on n.h. to o.g. (RW20
no gum), missing years 1995-2002, after that incl. some
souvenir sheets, pl. blocks, also 3 with graded certs, much
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1496 H
HH 1935 to 2017 Complete Mint Duck

Collection $650
On Scott pages, earlies n.h. to o.g., later n.h., incl. additional
#RW7 block of 4, RW46-49 pl. blocks, self-adhesives
complete, few later dupl., no RW72b, but incl. RW73b,
mostly fine to very fine .............................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1497 H States Duck Adhesive Collection $650
To 1986 in 4 Harshman & Houk albums, and 2 binders,
mostly clean, virtually complete for listed States incl. CA incl. 
#1, 3 on complete (few with toning issues), Illinois from #1
on, Iowa, Massachusetts, Maryland, Indiana, South
Dakota, Minnesota, Michigan, Mississippi, Wisconsin,
Montana, Tennessee, Missouri, Nevada, Florida,
Delaware, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, South Carolina,
Ohio, North Dakota, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, etc.,
clean throughout except CA, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1498 H
H r Mint Duck Hoard $625

N.h., around $1500 in face value mostly pl. blocks between
#RW39 to RW55 with some dupl. and a few singles, very
fine ................................................................ Est. $625/700

1499 H Mint Duck Accumulation $625
Over 40 mostly n.h items, incl. pl. singles of RW1, RW4,
RW6, RW7, RW8, RW11, RW10, RW16, RW17, RW20, 
RW57a (4) just to name a few, RW1 on FDCs (2) and Penn. 
1992 top gutter pair perfed proof, etc., worth a look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $625/700

1500 m 1898-1902 Beer Stamps Web $600
Ten different all used, fine or better, some with typical faults,
incl. REA75a, 75c, 76d, 81b. Scott $1,705 ..... Est. $700/800

1501 H
H 1991-2015 Junior Ducks Complete Web $550

N.h., incl. forerunner pane, few later dupl. and later pl.
blocks, clean, overall very fine. Scott $3,800  Est. $800/1,000

1502 (H) r Wines 1942 to 1954 Sheets,
#RE108-RE203 $500
Ungummed, complete for the common values, 100 sets in
sheets. Scott $33,000 ................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1503 m 1871 to 1878 Beer Stamps Web $500
14 mostly different stamps, most are fine or better and are
identified by paper type, better items are REA21a (good
reference for pinkish-gray paper), REA28c and an unlisted
die cut variety of REA26 not incl. in the cat. value of the lot.
Scott $1,330 (Owner’s) Scott does not list die cut varieties beyond
the 1867 issue but they are well-known to specialists on the 1870
and 1871 issues and are quite scarce .................... Est. $600/800

1504 H Artist Signed Duck Collection $425
About 40 signed by the artist incl. better items noted,
#RW16, 5 signed by Maynard Reece, RW22, RW33
RW46- RW53, and many others many of them retailing for
$200 to $300 each, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $500/700

1505 H
H Better Duck Plate Blocks $425

Seven different all n.h. incl. #RW27, RW29, RW30,
RW35, RW36, RW37 and RW44, fine to very fine. Scott
$2,255 ........................................................... Est. $500/600

1506 s California Hunting Extensive Collection $400
With extensive Statewide Hunting validation stamps with
later adhesive issues on tags, also incl. 1910 to recent licenses, 
1908 and later tags with dupl., one non-resident, some with
adhesives, Junior licenses, also “Angelo Dimaggio” licenses
from 1960’s-80’s incl. deer, bear related, some fishing, also
pheasant labels dupl., mixed condition ........... Est. $600/800

1507 s Federal and State Licenses $400
Fishing and hunting in binders, few with Federal adhesives
incl. 18 Texas hunting (15 with adhesives), mostly 1960’s
and later but some back to 1930’s time period, NY group,
usual condition for time periods, inspect ......... Est. $600/800

1508 H Extensive States Duck Adhesive
Collection $350
In 4 Scott albums, all States, up to 2016 with self-adhesives,
most States reasonably complete with few missing better
earlies, clean .................................................. Est. $600/800

1509 H Intact Wine Collection Web $350
On Scott blank pages, mostly mint incl. #REA31, 56-59, 79
(used), 96A, 142, Puerto Rico used, also state related, group
of around 150, interesting, fine to very fine ..... Est. $500/750
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1510 m Mostly Used Documentary Group $350
Red and brown Documentaries incl. #R247 strip of 4, pair
and 2 singles, R307a two strip of 4, R382 (2), also RD183
strip of 3, RD23 (not cut), R359 pair, R249, R334 and R384
pairs, also $1000 reds, etc., incl. few early Federal ducks, NY
state stock transfers, mostly fine or better ........ Est. $500/750

1511 s California Fishing Extensive Collection $350
In binders, incl. Anglers 1914 and later licenses and later
Sport’s Fishing license stamps up to 2014, slight dupl., also
1960’s and later dupl. tags incl. Junior off licenses, Fishing
tags plus inland waters, trout & salmon from 1958 used in
dupl. .............................................................. Est. $500/750

1512 m Beer Stamp Post-Prohibition Issued
Rate Study $350
Collection of 40 each paying one of the seven tax rates in
affect between April 7, 1933 and December 31, 1954 (lot
incl. a chart of the rates from the Priester cat.), all are grouped 
by the tax rate in affect when they were used, better items incl. 
REA175, 1 82 (x 2) and 193, mostly fine or better. Scott $950 
....................................................................... Est. $400/550

1513 m Huge Hoard of State Revenues $300
Thousand and thousand in cigar boxes and boxes from many
different states, noticed Missouri, California, New York,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and many others,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1514 Hm Revenue Accumulation $250
Mostly 19th Century group of more than 500 primarily used
on pages and stock sheets, mint incl. R195-205 (cat. $474),
some private die issues incl. playing cards, used R97c (cat.
$300), general run of issues on album pages, various blocks,
some bank checks with Revenues etc., condition varies, good
lot to build on, generally fine .......................... Est. $400/500

1515 Hm Intact Collection $250
1st three issues through Stock Transfers with decent
showing, reasonable selection of Wines, little after that,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1516 H Balance of Fishing and Hunting $250
Incl. scattered Federal issues, modern CA mint adhesives,
used dupl. CA starting CA#1, Upland, New Jersey and
Michigan trout, Illinois habitat, Texas incl. dove and quail,
few Canada licenses, mint Canada with booklets, Australia
adhesives, etc., other than the used CA adhesives, mostly fine 
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600

1517 H
H 1944 to 1971 Duck Pl. # Singles,

#RW11/RW38 Web $250
N.h., 18 values, no dupl., few earlies with wrinkles, etc., fine
to very fine. Scott $1,680+ ............................ Est. $350/450

1518 H
HH Duck Plate Single Collection Web $250

1934 to 1999 missing only RW8, RW17, RW27, RW31 and 
RW62, RW1-RW2 o.g. balance n.h., generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $350/450

1519 m 1934 to 2004 Used Duck Collection $130
On Scott pages, couple of s.e., RW1-5 unused appearance,
RW2 faulty, mostly fine to very fine ............... Est. $200/300

1520 m Ducks Used Complete Collection $120
To 1991 in White Ace album, RW2-3 with postal cancels,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

1521 H Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigarette
Accumulation $100
Hundreds unsorted in small box, in glassines, on pages,
loose, etc., unpicked and unchecked, inspect .. Est. $200/300

1522 Hm 1865 Nevada Collection Web $100
On pages mint and used with color varieties and multiples,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

Possessions Collections

1523 ) Possessions Postal History $500
178 with marked retail of $5425, variety of items, almost all
from the first half of the 20th Century, range of uses,
destinations, frankings, Stationery, early postcards and some
aviation photos, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $800/900

1524 H Cuba, Guam and Puerto Rico
Collection Web $450
On hingeless pages all mint with the best being Guam with
#1-12 (no #9), E1, M1-M12 (M1 cert.) incl. MR7a and
MR7b with certs ........................................... Est. $700/800

1525 Hm Mostly Used in Scott Album Web $400
Possessions with Canal Zone #2-3 mint, Hawaii with
overprints, O1-6 mint, no Philippines, Puerto Rico with
mostly Spanish period, better D.W.I. compl. mint or used
(#4) except #23, few Facit vars., 1905 on mint, etc., mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

1526 Hm Canal Zone Collection in 
Hingeless Album Web $3,500
Hundreds all done on handmade pages with descriptions on
Lighthouse pages mostly mint, incl. many better items and
postion pieces and errors, just to highlight a few, mint #2-3
with certs, 4-8, 10a with cert, 14b with cert, 18b, 19b, 33a
with cert, 36b with cert., 39d with cert, 42-45 and 49-51
blocks of 4, 46a, 48 cert, 58-59, 61a, 67, 70-81, 91c, 84-95,
120-135 blocks,C2 block 4 n.h., c6-c14 pl. blocks, c19 pl.
block CO8-12, perforated Officials and many with varieties
and in blocks etc., very hard to dupl. this collection, well
worth your time for inspection, generally fine to very fine, ,
singles in auction came from this collection ...... Est. $5,000/8,000

1527 Hm D.W.I. Better Dealer Stock $900
Couple hundred mint and used in sales binder all identified
and cataloged, better items throughout from #1 to 58 plus
back of the book and specialty items, marked retail $14, 356,
tapes enclosed, generally fine to very fine, ex Ice Bear Stock
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,600

Hawaii

1528 Hm Better Mint and Used Stock $2,700
Oldtime lot in binder album, incl. #10, 10R copies, 1864
and later dupl. with some used with few better cancels, typical 
condition as to be expected from this type of lot, Officials,
excellent lot for retail, inspect ................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1529 H Collection on Hingeless Pages Web $1,000
Better than average collection of mostly mint on hingeless
pages some highlights incl., #6, 9-11, 15, 23-26 with certs,
37-41, 42-49, 53-64, 65-73, O1-O6, a few Revenues and
Railroad issues, worth a look, generally fine to very fine
 ................................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000
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1530 H Mostly Mint Selection Web $750
On stockpages with #24 (cert.), Specimens, Reissues, 1864
on mostly complete, Officials complete mint, few Revenue
mint blocks, etc., clean, much fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,200

1531 H Mint Selection Web $700
On stockpages, incl. Officials, better Provisionals, fresh
group, much fine to very fine ....................... Est. $900/1,200

1532 Hm Small Mint and Used Balance Web $550
1864 to 1899 mint collection on 3 Scott pages, around 40+
incl. better, very fresh, fine to very fine ............ Est. $600/800

1533 m Hundreds of Used $200
Many cancels (mostly #75, 81) unsorted on stockcards,
stockpages, stockbooks, incl. two stockbooks somewhat
identified, binder of Maui cancels (few identified), etc.,
needs work but a lot of potential for resale, mostly fine group
of cancels ....................................................... Est. $300/400

1534 ) Six Used Stationery Covers Web $120
Plus one mint, 1892 to 1896 incl. U3 with #55 to Germany,
Hilo 1893 to Honolulu, and 1¢ printed matter to Holland,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

1535 Hm Philippines Accumulation Web $3,500
This accumulation of Spanish and U.S. Philippines was
formed in the 1920s and 1930s and is filled with seldom-seen
material, collection starts with a full folder of C1//17,
virtually all mint with singles, pairs, blocks and even part
sheets of almost all values i.e., block of 59 of C2 (cat.$1, 760),
C3 block of 58 (cat.$4, 350), C11 block of 6 (cat. $600), C12
block of 14 (cat. $1400) and much more, as may be expected
most have some waxed paper attach to gum, the second folder 
contains several pages of Spanish and U.S. Philippines with a 
wonderful array of Officials, some handstamped O.B. of first 
Airs, insurance, telegraphs, customs, early precancels from
various cities, EFOs such as paper folds and much more, a
treasure trove for the specialist, cat. for this lot is huge,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1536 H Philippines Mint Collection in
Hingeless Album Web $2,000
Well filled collection in Lighthouse album on hand made
pages, nicely put together and many better items, just to
name a few #212, 213-19, 214b, 223, 224, 226-236, 237 (2),
241-254, 255-260A, 274, 276-289D, 319a, 340-353, 436a,
465, 467, 473, 474, 482, C9-12, E1, E4, J1-7, J16-21 and
Jap Occ. are all there, many varieties throughout as well as a
large number of certs., well worth a look, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1537 H Philippines Mint O.B. 
Overprint Collection Web $700
From 1899 to 1944 on hand made hingeless pages and
identified by Bandholtz, many different with red, blue black
and yellow overprint and up to $1 values, great lot for the
specialist or for expansion, worth a look, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1538 H) United Nations Complete to 1986 $300
In 13 Scott albums n.h. incl. pl. blocks, singles on blocks on
FD’s, etc., also Geneva, clean ......................... Est. $500/700

1539 H
H United Nations Comprehensive Three

Volume Collection $200
N.h. collection in three albums, incl. singles, blocks of four,
pl. blocks, strips, Flag sheets, nice run of modern booklets,
etc., also an additional volume with some cut squares, worth
inspection, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $300/350

1540 H) United Nations Collection and
Accumulation $200
7 volume collection in White Ace albums incl. #38, mint
accumulation incl. sheets, n.h. collection on pages, FDCs
and Souvenir pages all in 5 banker boxes, generally fine to
very fine, Proceeds benefit the American Philatelic Society 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1541 H United Nations Mint Collection 
in Albums $150
Mostly complete collection in 6 White Ace albums and one
Lighthouse hingeless album to 2002, only appears to be
missing a few incl. #38 and Vienna issue and Geneva issues,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/250

U.S. Postal History Collections

See State Lots 420-428

1542 ) States Advertising Stock $3,750
Group of 1207, all priced, missing only NY and
Pennsylvania (separate lots), strength in CA, Illinois, Ohio,
Massachusetts, typical condition, ready for retail, total retail
$29,000, carefully inspect, material only shown at a few shows
in a few Western States ............................... Est. $5,000/7,000

1543 ) 330 Group of Priced $2,500
Incl. 110 Advertising majority 19th Century illustrated
covering 20+ different topics from Bicycle’s to Guns,
wagons, shoes, Beer and much more with no dupl., also good
number of 1851/61’s with various usages incl. Carriers, 5¢
#76 cross-border, couple with Patriotics and Confederates,
fancy cancels, etc., numerous Bank Notes incl. Foreign
destinations, registered, fancy cancels, county cancels, also
nice group of 8 diff. illustrated Spanish-American War
patriotics; 1899 train crash cover; several stampless covers
incl. Buffalo N.Y. cross border; Hale & Co.; several Ocean
Mail and a good deal more, much better than most cover lots, 
worth a look as most priced $15 to $50 range with a few
$75+, fine overall .................................... Est. $3,500/4,000

1544 ) 19th Century Postal History $1,300
310 with marked retail $12,975, variety of covers from
stampless through First Bureaus, frankings, destinations,
uses, several better items, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,700/2,000

1545 ) 20th Century Postal History $1,200
542 with marked retail $12, 200, substantial group from
Second Bureau issues through some modern definitive and
commemoratives, a very interesting and diverse lot with
many unusual items covering all issues, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,800/2,100

1546 ) Back of the Book Postal History $1,000
280 with marked retail $10, 800, wide variety of items with
Airmail, Postage Dues, Special Delivery, and miscellaneous
incl. some philatelic ephemera, several unusual better items,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/1,700
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1547 ) Stationery and Postal Cards $1,000
395 with marked retail $10,425, very nice variety of uses,
cancels and destinations, some mint but mainly used with
philatelic and commercial items present, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/1,700

1548 ) Miscellaneous Postal History $1,000
420 with marked retail $10, 350, variety of areas incl. a
substantial lot with Navals, Military, Ducks on licenses, etc.,
nice addition to a cover stock with many interesting and
unusual items, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $1,300/1,600

1549 ) Flight Collection Web $900
Group of over 70 flight related assembled by a European
collector in binder, features nice assortment of Macon items
incl. crash, early flight postcards, 1924 “Orville Wright Day” 
Roessler, various Zepp. first flights incl. Round the World, 9
items franked with #C18, Hindenburg flights and a disaster
cover, signed items, special markings etc., many better items
throughout .............................................. Est. $1,300/1,600

1550 ) Advertising Group $800
270 with marked retail $8000, attractive group of primarily
earlier covers and postal cards, wide variety of topics, clean
group with several better, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,400

1551 ) Large Varied Accumulation $750
Wonderful assortment of hundreds 19th & 20th Century
incl. early definitives, commemoratives, Bank Notes, postal
cards and Stationery, early FDCs and events, a variety of
cancels incl. early 19th Century Expo cancels, nice
assortment of early advertising postal cards and other
interesting items, condition varies, careful inspection will
prove rewarding, generally fine ................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1552 ) Hotels/Scales/Tobacco Advertising
Stock $750
Group of 359, all priced, typical condition, ready for retail,
total retail $5943, material only shown at a few shows in a few
Western States ........................................... Est. $1,000/1,300

1553 ) Substantial Masonic Collection $600
Lifetime collection of over 175 items on stockpages in a
binder, incl. covers, postcards and misc. ephemera, features
corner cards, stamps and covers with fancy cancels, Revenue
match stamps, early Canada, printed matter etc., well worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $800/1,200

1554 ) U.S. and Possessions Legal Sized $500
130 with marked retail $5350, many interesting, both 19th
and 20th Century, no Back of the Book, several scarce pieces, 
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $700/900

1555 ) Back of the Book Legal Sized Covers $400
140 with marked retail $4400, interesting group, Airmails to
Revenues and other esoteric items, many scarce and unusual
pieces, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $650/800

1556 ) Naval Collection $350
Over 1000 in albums and loose incl. USS Constitution mail,
nice lot and worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1557 ) UPU Overseas Printer Matter
Collection Web $350
Group of 67 illustrated on pages, consists of Europe (most)
incl. Russia, Romania, Sweden, Middle East, Asia, and
Oceania incl. Hawaii, some with Stationery 1¢ usages incl.
few with additional adhesives, corner advertising, etc., fine to
very fine for this ............................................. Est. $500/750

1558 ) 1825 to 1900 Printed 
Matter Collection Web $350
About 68 from stampless period incl. incoming from Cuba
and Canada, few with enclosures, some illustrated, condition
overall fine to very fine ................................... Est. $500/750

1559 ) Early Group $325
Mostly 19th Century group of over 40 items incl. #1 on
1850 folded letter, four pre-stamp folded letters 1807-34,
1852 stampless folded letter to Cognac, France with “19"
debit marking, two legal size Bank Note one with 1¢ and 4 x
5¢, other with 1¢, 6¢, 10¢ pair plus 1¢ and 5¢ first Dues,
1895 French Line cover to France with 5¢, five different
Parcel Post 1913-14 cards and covers, Black Jack and more,
condition varies, worth inspection .................. Est. $400/600

1560 ) Stampless Accumulation $300
Over 150 different from various places and destinations,
noticed few from Michigan and quite a few East Coast,
worth a look, fine ............................................ Est. $700/800

1561 ) Accumulation in Box $300
Bankers box with around 1000 running from 1800s to 1940s, 
many better items throughout incl. advertising, mourning
covers, censored and some flights, fine ........... Est. $600/700

1562 ) Advertising Lot $300
130 better items mostly from the late 1800s and early 1900s,
very colorful and all appear to be different ...... Est. $600/800

1563 ) Stampless Express Mail Collection $300
16 from 1836 to 1837, nice variety of towns and markings
incl. Mobile Alabama, Savannah GA, New York, New
Orleans, Macon GA, Washington DC, Charlestown SC,
Augusta GA, and Natchez MS, written up on exhibition
pages, fine ...................................................... Est. $500/600

1564 ) 14 Select Stampless Web $300
Incl. 2 war rate, Conn., forwarding, 1767 Charleston, 1808
Northampton, MS magenta, etc., overall very clean group,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/500

1565 ) Civil War Period Collection $300
Over 150 total from early 1861 to 1865, some are a little
before the actual start date of April 12th, noted some from
New Orleans and a 10¢ rate from California, some are
marked as DPOs and interesting cancels, worth a look, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1566 ) Confederate Group of 8 Different Web $300
Incl. #11c extremely fine, #4, 1c pair, etc., mixed condition
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600

1567 ) 19 Stampless Ship Covers $300
1800 to 1850 nice variety of ships and markings, fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/500
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1568 ) Circa 1880’s-1890’s Circular Group Web $250
About 80, incl. illustrated, few with auxiliary markings, some 
with contents, fine to very fine overall ............. Est. $400/600

1569 ) Airmail 1918, 1923 Issue Postal
History $250
Selection of 25 franked with #C1 to C6, both first flights and 
commercial Air, many nice usages, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1570 ) International Special Delivery $250
Group of 40 sent Special Delivery to Foreign destinations,
mainly usages to Canada and Europe., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1571 ) Civil War Lot $200
33 total 15 U.S. and 18 CSA incl. Patriotic, Occupation and
DPO, worth a look, fine ................................. Est. $400/500

1572 ) Better Stock $200
Few hundred better items running from 1880s to 1970s with
majority from 1880s to 1940s, noticed cancels, Civil War,
APOs, large group of #64 and 65 on covers and much more,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/500

1573 ) Balance of Collection $200
About 240 mainly Air and Special Delivery, all with some
degree of interest, incl. a few Foreign, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1574 ) 19th Century Accumulation $200
200+, interesting lot incl. U.S. Appraiser’s Office, San
Francisco 1864, number of 1860’s, few fancy cancels off
cover, Indian Head on #65, #11 affixed with wax wafer,
1890 4¢ entire to Germany, railroad checks with Revenues,
1850’s to Montgomery Blair., Princeton Univ. Circular,
1855 stampless to Calif, 1841 Brattleboro Mail Stage
Waybill. with vignettes, Revenue stamps cancelled Bigelow
Carpet Co, generally fine ............................... Est. $300/400

1575 ) Confederate Group $200
11 total with a couple of better to mention #101XU1
stampless, #5 on cover, couple with pairs of #7, a few with
Weiss certs., worth a look, mixed condition .... Est. $300/350

1576 ) Used Patriotic Group Web $200
14 total mostly flags with a couple of better incl. an allover,
few are identified with Weiss numbers, nice lot 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1577 ) 13 Confederate Postmaster
Provisional / Stampless Web $200
All handstamp except #62X3, and incl. 82X1, 6XU2,
61XU1, etc., Tudor Hall stampless, Savannah, GA possibly
not Confederate usage, usual condition, v.g.-fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1578 ) Stampless Including Railroad Markings $200
21 from 1800 to 1840’s incl. 5 with various railroad markings
incl. 1838 railroad car marking, 1800 New York Clam Shell
marking, nicely written up on pages, fine ........ Est. $300/400

1579 ) Stampless Including Territorial $200
Lower Sandusky Ohio 1813 ms. cancel, Summit Wis. Terr.
1846, St. Augustine Fl. Terr, 1843, Niles, and Detroit
Mich. Terr. and 2 early Military letters (no markings) from
Detroit 1801 and Fort Fayette 1801, fine ....... Est. $300/350

1580 ) Accumulation Including Philippines $200
Two bankers boxes filled with a couple thousand, one box has 
early paquet boat and some stampless with lots of
Philippines, other box filled with mostly FDCs, well worth a
look ............................................................... Est. $300/400

1581 ) Prexie Postal History $200
Collection of 110 mainly 1¢ to 10¢ values, but other value to
$1, many unusual usages and Foreign destinations, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/350

1582 ) Stampless With Auxiliary Markings $200
4 with New York Mail route markings, plus New Orleans
advertised marking, fine ................................ Est. $250/350

1583 ) Military Postal History $200
Box of about 2000 mostly WWII era military, A.P.O.’s,
F.P.O.’s, ships and more, a few earlier and a few later, nice,
useful group, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $250/350

1584 ) Postage Due Collection $150
82 better items mostly from the early 1900s, many from
Foreign destinations, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1585 ) Territorial Lot $150
62 better mostly from Western area incl. some DPO and
fancy cancels, well worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1586 ) Hoard in Box $150
Banker box filled with well over 1000 running from late
1800s to 1940s, many better items throughout, noticed
flights, mourning covers, cancels and much more, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1587 ) Airmail Issues $150
Selection of 110 Air franked and Air Postal Stationery, good
range of marking and usages with many Foreign
destinations, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $250/350

1588 ) Collection in a Box $150
Few hundred with many to Germany and one third APOs,
plus a collection of a few dozen Columbian Expo stationerys,
mostly mint, with a lot of different sizes, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1589 ) 20th Century Accumulation $150
220+, incl. 1936 Philatelic Exposition Crosby cover plus
program, 1941 Virgin Is. Quarantine Station, Penalty cover,
#537 (2) Special Delivery, 1907 Little Rock Ark. fancy
diamond machine cancel, Campbells’ Soup 1946 ad cover,
$9.35 Express stamp, typed address from J D Salinger, etc.,
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1590 ) Confederate Adhesive Group of 18 $150
Including numbers 1, 4 (pair), 6, 7, 11, 12 adversity, etc.,
destinations incl. Florida, average to fine ........ Est. $250/350

1591 ) Inland Waterways Stampless $150
15 from 1805 to 1848 incl. nice group of Steamboat
markings, fine ................................................ Est. $250/300
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1592 ) Foreign Destination Postal History $150
Hundreds of 20th Century addressed to Foreign
destinations, strength is post 1960, lots of earlier material,
unusual in this quantity, somewhat mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1593 ) Special Service Postal Cards $150
Small assemblage of 13 postal cards, mainly UX27, Air,
Special Delivery or Postage Due usages, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1594 ) Trans-Pacific Airmail Postal History $150
Small collection of 35 incl. survey flights, first flights and
postal history, highlight is 1945 Guam to Hawaii commercial 
use, fine to very fine ........................................ Est. $200/300

1595 ) Special Delivery Usages $150
Collection of over 100 franked with #E20 to E23, many
interesting usages, the best being on a Congressional Free
Frank with X-Rayed marking, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1596 ) Military Postal History $150
Selection of over 100 U.S. Military, mainly WWII, some
later, incl. A.P.O.’s, Fleet Post Offices, ships and more,
many special service, note a very scarce A.P.O. 418 French
Guinea Special Delivery ................................ Est. $200/300

1597 ) Returned to Sender Service Suspended $150
Small group of 17 WWII era to various Foreign destinations
with Returned to Sender Service Suspended markings, also
incl. several reason slips that do not specifically relate to the
covers, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $200/300

1598 ) Six Used Patriotics Web $150
Liberty with enclosure, 4 with cannons, other with Eagle &
Shield, above average condition for these, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1599 ) Better Stampless $150
25 from 1820’s to 1840’s incl. City of Washington, 1834,
Cincinnati OH 1827, Portland ME 1830’s and Detroit
Mich, 1840’s, Duffs Forks, OH 1819, Auditors Office of
the Treasury, fine ........................................... Est. $200/300

1600 ) Small Collection of Independent Mail $150
9 with 7 stampless, plus 2 with stamps, one Hales 1844, and
one City Dispatch Post, fine ........................... Est. $200/250

1601 ) UPU Americas Printer Matter
Collection Web $140
30 incl. Newfoundland, Haiti, Barbados, British Guiana, El
Salvador, some with Stationery 1¢ usages incl. few with
additional adhesives, corner advertising, etc. .. Est. $200/300

1602 ) Pre-UPU Circular Rate Group of 4 Web $130
3 to Europe with 2¢ Black Jacks, 4th with 2¢ Bank Note to
England, fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

1603 ) 1890 Small Bank Note Lot $100
Over 50 better, noticed Advertising, registered, and some
Foreign destinations, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1604 ) 1920s to 1970s Airmail Related Group $100
Hundreds in full box, incl. 1st flights, National Air Mail
Week, FAMs, aero events, airport dedications, helicopter
1st flights, air races, gliders and Lindbergh material, good
mix, plenty of older material, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1605 ) Group of 6 $100
Consists of #65 usage with tied “W” of Waterbury,
Pinwheel of Richmond, VA, 3 Foreign Mail postal cards,
and dubious 1861-62 “on” cover, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1606 ) Civil War Soldier Mail Collection $100
84 total some are identified and written up, a few with
content, interesting group, generally fine ....... Est. $150/200

1607 ) Union Occupation of South
Collection $100
36 to/from mostly Port Royal, Nashville, Norfolk and couple 
others, interesting group, generally fine ......... Est. $150/200

1608 ) 1847 to 1894 Cover Group Web $100
17 Canada or Mexico cross border usages with 3rd class mail
to the border rate, incl. 1847 stampless to New Brunswick,
#63 to Ontario, Stationery 1¢ usages, 2¢ Black Jack with 1¢
collect, fine to very fine for this ....................... Est. $150/200

1609 ) 1896-1904 Wagon Service Covers $60
6 Washington, one Buffalo to Ontario, one NY, all with
corner cards, incl. Bruns book, fine ................ Est. $100/140

1610 ) Official Lot $5
About 1500 with lots of dupl. of UO84, UO85, UO88,
UO90 and UO91 all with genuine commercial usages but
large amount of each, fine ............................... Est. $100/200

First Day and Cachet Makers

1611 ) 38 Selected Hand Painted Ducks $250
All diff., 1984 to 1998 period, artists incl. Kober, “Olde
Well”, DeRossett, etc., clean .......................... Est. $400/500

1612 ) Masonic Hoard $250
Well over one thousand Masonic-related covers incl. Event,
First Day, Dedications, special cancels and more in six cover
binders and two large plastic bags, incl. Foreign, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/500

1613 ) Large Accumulation $200
Around 6000 incl. first flights, airport dedication, event and
FDCs, about 50% are flights, fine to very fine appearance,
Proceeds benefit the American Philatelic Society ... Est. $300/350

1614 ) Postal Stationery, FDC’s and More $200
3 banker boxes filled with mint Postal Stationery on pages,
commercial covers and stationery, FDCs (around 2500
unaddressed) with some high face, etc., generally fine to very
fine, Proceeds benefit the American Philatelic Society 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1615 ) Governor’s Edition Waterfowl Group $150
35 with a couple of dupl., incl. Missouri ......... Est. $250/350
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1616 ) First Flights Collection $150
Over 75 flights of many types, CAM’s, FAM’s, Zeppelins,
Helicopters, Events and more, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1617 ) 1930’s Cacheted FDC’s $100
About 800 with a nice variety of cachets incl. #833 (2), 855,
addressed, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $150/200

1618 ) 1940’s Cacheted FDC’s $100
About 800 with a nice variety of cachets incl. some Crosby
and Fluegel, mostly addressed, generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

1619 ) Accumulation From 1940 to 1996 $100
About 800 cacheted, early issues addressed, modern issues
unaddressed, nice variety of cachets incl. modern issues with
Colorano and nice group of 1940’s, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1620 ) Texas FDC and Event Covers $100
About 300 incl. #776 and #938 FDCs many better and
scarce designs with some unofficial cities, and event covers
mostly of 1936 Centennial, fine to very fine appearance 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Postcards

United States

1621 ) Better Cards Web $500
176 diff. mostly mint with artist signed, hold-to-light,
mechanical, Kirchner, Thiel, Schumacker, fine overall 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1622 ) Santa Cards Web $300
144 mostly mint, many with different colored robes, toys,
etc., fine or better ........................................... Est. $400/600

1623 m) Hall of Fame Complete Set $150
Produced for the Hall of Fame, each with 1969 Baseball 6¢
with FDC of Sept. 15, 1969, pristine lot, Ex Schiller 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1624 ) Ham Radio and QSL Cards $130
800 in three albums mostly used mostly 1950s to 1970s,
mostly U.S. but also Worldwide, all appear to be different,
fair to good ..................................................... Est. $200/300

Worldwide

1625 H) 20th Century Japan Military Cards $500
Over 300 mint and many in color, these postcards were
intended for use by Soldiers and Sailors, worth a look 
....................................................................... Est. $600/700

1626 ) Massive Collection With Real Photo $450
Thousands in banker box with mostly better cards incl. many
real photo, artist signed, holidays and topics, noticed a
Mucha card and several cards that were priced over $100
retail, well worth a look, good to very good ...... Est. $700/900

1627 ) Airplane Vintage Cards Web $400
177 diff. mostly mint incl. real photo, many U.S., also
French, German, just a few linens, fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1628 ) Vera Cruz Mexico Cards $350
131 diff., mostly mint, most real photo incl. Naval, campsite,
dead bodies, few used with USS cancels, usual condition 
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1629 ) Zeppelin and Airship Collection $150
Around 100 + postcards and collector cards in period mixed
with a few modern, nice lot, please inspect ...... Est. $200/300

Ephemera

United States

1630 Philatelic Miscellany $600
185 with marked retail $7150, nice batch of tremendous
variety in 8½" x 11" sleeves, 19th & 20th Century philatelic
ephemera, price lists, Revenues on document, precancelled
covers, advertising covers with enclosures and much more,
generally fine .............................................. Est. $900/1,200

1631 Content Letters $400
Primarily American political, military and social cause
related letters plus some autographs contained in four
binders with Nixon, William Jennings Bryan, Prince Albert,
etc., interesting, fun lot, marked retail $4100, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1632 Americana Accumulation $300
Bankers box filled with ephemera, documents, etc. 150+
items, much 19th Century, various incl. House/Senate
historical printed documents, political items, old Philatelic
items, 1959 Roll Royce owners listing booklet, advertising,
some postal history, 1850’s-60’s few ornate Valentines,
homemade valentine sheet and other valentine related
material, well worth a look, otherwise fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1633 U.S. and Worldwide Accumulation $300
Bankers box filled with U.S. and Foreign labels, U.S.
Revenues, canceled checks, documents with Revenue
stamps attached, much to go thru, fine ............ Est. $500/700

1634 WWII Collection on Pages $200
Bulk of material is mounted on falling apart scrapbook pages, 
all kind of ephemera mounted with flyers, mail, napkins and
etc., also some FDCs and ship covers, interesting lot and
worth a look, fine ............................................ Est. $300/400

1635 Western and U.S. Possessions $200
Ephemera, documents (mostly western states), 109 items
incl. 1901 Letter Carriers Convention program card, Denver 
1859 Kansas Territory House Document, several others re:
Indians, railroad to California 1850’s, 1864 Official San
Francisco cover sent east, 1898-1900 4 Sepia photos, Cuba
street scenes, 1849 Calif. gold rush token, 1854 Indians 8x10
Indian litho, 1909 Alaska-Yukon Expo program, 1883
Mo.-Kan-Tx Railroad stock certificate, 1870’s cover to Fort
Abraham Lincoln, Alaska, Canal Zone, fine .. Est. $300/400
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1636 Civil War Assortment $150
Binder consisting of 31 various items, letters, autographs,
ephemera, GAR., some better, good E-Bay lot, marked
retail. $1300, generally fine ............................ Est. $250/350

1637 WWI Accumulation $150
95+ items, covers, photos and etc. incl. 7 aviation, 3 covers to 
Air Service, YMCA in-period booklet showing maps of war
area, can-can dancer on fabric, Pershing printed letter, 30
numbered snapshot photos of war, soldiers, battles, trenches,
weapons ......................................................... Est. $200/250

1638 WWII Accumulation $150
125+ covers and other misc items, 9/2/1945 VJ-Day cancel
with FDR label, large Gen. MacArthur Stationery case,
gasoline ration coupon sheet, Official orders with Nimitz
signature handstamp, 1st Cavalry Asiatic Pacific postcard,
36 snapshots South Pacific, soldiers etc., various soldiers’
APO covers incl. better., 2 Anti-gas eye shields, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

1639 Black America Accumulation $150
79 items, incl. 19 mostly humorous/sarcastic postcards,
mostly early 1900’s, Marian Anderson 1939 concert promo,
1968 Dick Gregory for President campaign currency, 31
snapshot photos from 1920’s-30’s, Clark University, Atlanta 
Ga. commencement sheet, 1890 Equal Rights Assn printed,
1967 NAACP Xmas seal tied, etc., generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1640 Lindbergh, Aviation, Arctic Accumulation $150
40+ items, best generally is Lindbergh, c.1927 8x10 photo
from Paris with printed signature, scrapbook pages,
clippings (4 pages), March 1932 early in Lindbergh baby
kidnaping, faulty cover to Mrs. Lindbergh during
kidnaping period, 3 WWI planes photos in-period, 1918
British aviation Official document, Byrd Little America, a
few large flight magazines with photos, ads of flyers, etc.,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

1641 Incoming Letter to 
Union Civil War Soldier $100
Letter talks about Aaron White and having his leg
re-amputated because he could not wear his artificial limb,
and about the assassination of President Lincoln and the fact
that Secretary Seward will recover, great piece of history, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

1642 CDV Collection $100
54 total with a couple of other photographs, noted a couple of
soldiers with some identified incl. Steven Douglas, most have 
Revenue stamps, nice lot ................................ Est. $150/200

Worldwide

1643 Worldwide Philatelic Items $800
185 with marked retail $8300, unusual and varied
assortment in 8½"x11" sheets, covers, a few stamps, philatelic 
related ephemera, early dealer price lists, good General
Government, Vatican (Ex Perosi) and much more, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1644 G.B. and Commonwealth 
Philatelic Items $650
170 with marked retail $6750, unusual and varied
assortment in 8½"x11" sleeves, covers, a few stamps, dealer
price lists, good G.B., Bermuda, Canada, Ireland and much
more, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $1,000/1,200

1645 Aviation Cinderellas $500
Lot of some hundreds in small box, nice variety of poster
stamps, luggage labels, etc., mainly European, marked retail
over $5000, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $750/900

1646 Cinderella Lot $300
Large carton packed with thousands of poster stamps, labels
and seals, very wide variety, totally unorganized, real treasure 
chest, fine ...................................................... Est. $500/700

1647 Worldwide Cinderellas $300
Hundreds with marked retail $3875, stack of pages, many
from a collection of “Phantom Philately”, few cards and
covers as well, mostly WWII era and earlier, great variety,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/600

1648 Dealer Stock of Ephemera $300
Hundreds of items all priced and identified in three albums,
incl. Trade cards, cigarette cards, programs, valentines,
Advertising cards, paper dolls, seal and labels, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1649 WWII Concentration Camp
Accumulation $200
Covers, letters, and ephemera, better items, worth a look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/500

1650 Judaica Accumulation $150
80+ covers and etc., April Palestine business postcard
Return to Sender, 1869 U.S. cover, Cohen Hoop Skirts,
Vienna 1935 death cert, Yehudi Menuhin musical program,
1921 booklet “Protocol Intl Sozialistin Konferenz in Wien”,
few Israel covers, photos, and more, fine ......... Est. $200/300

End of Third Session

Lot Description Start Bid Lot Description Start Bid
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Bidding Increments
From To Increment  

$10 $300 $10  
$300 $700 $25  
$700 $1,500 $50  
$1,500 $3,000 $100  
$3,000 $7,000 $250  
$7,000 $15,000 $500  
$15,000 $30,000 $1,000  
$30,000 $70,000 $2,500  
$70,000 & up auctioneer's discretion


